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ABSTRACT
First Responders’ Assumptions: An Exploration of Emergency Medical Technicians’ Secondary
Traumatic Stress and Perceptions of Substance Users

Glenn Noble, M.Ed.
Emergency medical technicians (EMT) and firefighters respond to critical incidents and provide
emergent care. As the opioid crisis continues and drug overdose rates increase, first responders
administer first aid to substance users, including Naloxone, more frequently. This study
examined the influence of repeated exposure to drug-related critical incidents and provision of
care to substance users on EMTs' and firefighters' secondary traumatic stress (STS) level, world
assumptions, and substance use stigma. First responders' world assumptions, STS, burnout, and
exposure to drug-related overdoses were analyzed for their power in predicting substance use
stigma. Results suggest that occupational burnout, rather than STS, is more predictive of
substance use stigma. Also, a firmer belief in the just world assumption was more predictive of
substance use stigma than both Benevolence of World and Benevolence of People World
Assumption subscales. Analyses point to a potentially useful and harmful function in an
overreliance on the just world belief. EMTs with a firmer belief in the just world were found to
have lower STS and burnout scores; conversely, they were also found to hold greater negative
attitudes toward substance users. Findings have implications for future research, programmatic
management, and educational training targeting substance use stigma and mental health
concerns.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Background
Firefighters and paramedics are the initial responders to emergency calls, which involve
medical emergencies that necessitate immediate medical intervention. Recently, overdose rates
have risen, with nearly two-thirds of overdoses being a direct result of illicit and prescription
opioids (“U.S. Drug Overdose,” 2018). In 2018, the CDC reported an increase of 21.5% in
overall drug overdoses, a 10.6% increase in prescription opioid overdoses, and a 19.5% increase
in heroin overdoses. Overdoses from synthetic opiates, other than methadone, nearly doubled
(“U.S. Drug Overdose”). As drug overdoses continue to increase, paramedics and firefighters
repeatedly respond to related emergency medical situations including resuscitations. Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) reported in 2014 that paramedics encountered over 430,000 individuals
who had ingested an illicit substance. Emergency medical technicians (EMT) reported having
administered naloxone, a medication that quickly reverses an opioid overdose, over 150,000
times in 2014 ("U.S. Drug Overdose”; “Opioid Overdose Reversal,” 2018). As drug overdoses
continue to rise, first responders routinely encounter medical emergencies involving substance
use and resuscitation, in addition to natural disasters, fires, and other medical emergencies.
Due to high rates of stress within the occupation, research has found higher rates of
traumatic stress in first responders (Brown et al., 2002; Fannin & Dabbs, 2003; Kessler et al.,
2011). Firefighters and paramedics were found to have symptoms indicative of posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) at a rate of 15% higher than nonfirefighters (Corneil et al., 1999). First
responders’ repeated exposure to medical emergencies, or critical incidents, increases their
likelihood of experiencing traumatic stress (Molnar et al., 2017; Wagner et al., 2009). At this
time, research has yet to parse out the different effects that direct and secondary trauma may
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have on individuals (Molnar et al., 2017). The psychological effects of continued exposure to
medical emergencies, overdoses, and deaths are unclear. Researchers have assessed the effects of
terrorist attacks (Motreff et al., 2020), exposure to the death/harm of a child (Richardson &
James, 2017), natural disasters (Tramontana, 2013), and the death of a coworker due to human
error on first responders’ psychological well-being (Beaton et al., 1999; Harris et al., 2002;
Lewis-Schroeder et al., 2018), but there has yet to be thorough empirical inquiry into the
psychological impact of exposure and treatment of drug overdoses on medical staff. Continuous
exposure by first responders, such as firefighters, to critical incidents and traumatic medical
situations, may result in the development of vicarious or secondary traumatization (Hallinan et
al., 2019; Kleim & Westphal, 2011).
Vicarious traumatization was initially defined by McCann and Pearlman (1990) as “the
transformation of the therapists’ or helpers’ inner experience as a result of empathetic
engagement with survivor clients and their trauma material" (p. 132). Initially, vicarious trauma
was operationalized as indirect trauma exposure by trauma-oriented therapists working with
survivors of trauma. Recently, the construct of vicarious trauma was broadened to incorporate
the constructs of secondary traumatic stress (STS) and compassion fatigue (CF). These terms are
used synonymously to capture the experience of first responders, as they affect the emotional and
cognitive domains of a person (Bride et al., 2007). STS is nearly identical to posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), except for the accumulation of changes that occur to helpers with indirect
exposure to traumatic events while engaging in concern for patients (Branson, 2018). The
constellation of STS symptoms run parallel to those of PTSD, which include increased arousal,
emotional numbing, and intrusive thoughts (Molnar et al., 2017). Smith and colleagues (2011)
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believe that STS is "an occupational hazard for providing direct services to trauma survivors" (p.
201).
Increased exposure to critical incidents and accompanying chronic stress are linked to
higher experiential avoidance, suicidal ideation, and harmful coping strategies in firefighters
(Jacobsson et al. 2015; Kahn et al., 2015; Kaplan et al., 2017; Kehl et al., 2014). Currently, there
are no studies that clearly differentiate the effects of direct trauma from those of secondary
trauma (Molnar et al., 2017). As such, these estimates likely reflect the mental health effects of
not only first responders' exposure to duty-related and personal traumatic experiences, but also
work-related secondary exposure to trauma, such as the repeated resuscitation of individuals who
have overdosed (Lawrence, 2017). Existing research has yet to examine the possible effects the
current opioid crisis may have on EMTs, who provide direct services to substance users.
Repeated exposure to critical incidents has been shown to influence assumptions and
beliefs about the world (Janoff-Bulman, 1989; Schuler & Boals, 2016). Shattered Assumptions
theory (Janoff-Bulman, 1989; 1992) proposes that traumatic events are psychologically
distressing because they explicitly challenge some of the survivors’ fundamental assumptions
about the world. Individuals' assumptions are necessary for identifying ways of behaving,
organizing one’s thoughts and beliefs, and engaging purposefully in a chosen directive (Parkes,
1975). The theory consists of three components: self-worth (the idea that people are good), world
benevolence (the idea that the world is a safe and righteous place), and world meaningfulness
(the distribution of good and bad consequences is justifiable; Wagner et al., 2009). Traumatic
events directly challenge the illusion of safety developed by individuals to successfully navigate
their world (Janoff-Bulman, 1992). Thus far, research has analyzed the intersection of world
assumptions and trauma (Lily, 2011; Ogle et al., 2013; Reiland & Clark, 2017). However, it is
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not yet understood how one’s assumptions are influenced by secondary traumatic stress, and
more specifically, how first responders' worldview is influenced through repeated interaction
with the current opioid crisis.
Specifically, first responders’ continued exposure to the negative aspects of drug use may
influence their perceptions of substance users (Van Boekel et al., 2013). Henderson et al. (2008)
found that emergency workers developed cognitive dissonance and held mistrustful views of
substance users. Although EMT workers assist individuals who need medical intervention,
continued exposure, coupled with traumatic stress, may alter their perceptions of substance users.
This may result in suboptimal care for substance users. First responders’ world assumptions,
STS, and perceptions of patients with a substance use disorder should be examined.
In this dissertation, the above concepts will be reviewed in the following order. Shattered
assumptions theory will be discussed as a means of understanding how trauma impacts an
individual's ability to navigate within their worldview. Next, STS will be discussed. The
literature will be reviewed that demonstrates the impact STS may have on the psychological
well-being of an individual. Finally, perceptions of substance users will be discussed. Expressly,
first responders' perceptions within the framework of stigmatized drug use and the subsequent
effects on the quality of medical services provided.
Purpose and Significance of the Study
This study attempted to expand the literature regarding STS and first responders.
Currently, there has yet to be an examination of the psychological effects the opioid crisis may
have on first responders who revive and treat individuals who have overdosed. This dissertation
examined the influence continued exposure to drug related critical incidents has on first
responders’ world assumptions, psychological well-being, and their perceptions of substance
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users. Results could have implications for first responders’ treatment and training. Such findings
can aid in the development of targeted interventions aimed at the reduction and treatment of STS,
as well as the development and implementation of trainings to reduce stigma towards the
substance use population. A reduction in symptoms and negative attitudes towards those who use
substances may help to enhance medical assistance offered to those who have overdosed.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Research Question 1: Will length of employment, rate of exposure to drug overdoses, and
variance in the rate of Narcan administration significantly predict ProQOL-V scores in first
responders?
H1: Length of employment, higher rate of exposure to drug related calls, and Narcan
administration will significantly predict higher scores on the Compassion Fatigue subscale of the
ProQOL-V.
Research Question 2: How does the secondary traumatization of resuscitating and caring for
substance users influence first responders’ perceptions of substance users?
H2: High scores on the Burnout and STS subscales of the ProQOL-V by first responders
will significantly predict high scores on the PSAS.
Research Question 3: Are first responders’ world assumptions related to perceptions of
substance use?
H3: Higher WAS scores amongst first responders will be significantly correlated with
higher scores on the PSAS.
Research Question 4: Will first responders’ Justice, Goodness of World, and Goodness of
People subscale scores predict their perceptions of substance users?
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H4: High scores on the PSAS amongst first responders will be significantly predicted by
scores on the Justice subscale, the Benevolence of World subscale, and the Benevolence of
People subscale of the WAS.
Research Question 5: How will the repeated exposure to opiate overdoses influence first
responders view of substance users?
H5: First responders’ perceptions of substance users’ scores will be significantly
predicted by Compassion Fatigue subscale scores on the ProQOL-V, World Assumption Scale
subscale scores of Benevolence of World and Justice, rates of exposure to drug overdoses, and
rate of Narcan administration after controlling for any trainings they received related to mental
health and substance use disorders.
Summary of the Study
This study attempted to expand the literature about first responders’ world assumptions
and secondary traumatic stress within the context of drug-related emergency care. Additionally,
it filled in a gap in the literature by examining world assumptions with respect to stigmatized
beliefs about substance users. Regression analyses were performed to explore how specific world
assumptions influence stigmatized beliefs towards substance users. The results of the study can
assist in the development of interventions to aid in the reduction of mental health symptoms for
first responders, as well as inform organizational policies that address burnout in first responders.
Lastly, findings helped to illuminate the intersection of vocational duties and substance user
stigma to inform training aimed at reducing negative attitudes towards those who engage in illicit
drug use.
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Literature Review
Shattered Assumptions Theory
According to Shattered Assumptions (SA) theory (Janoff-Bulman, 1985; 1989; & 1992),
individuals construct cognitive representations of the world to aid their navigation of society. An
internal cognitive map is constructed from three core assumptions and termed the "assumptive
world." The three assumptions are: the world is just and has order, people can be trusted, and bad
things happen to bad people (Janoff-Bulman, 1992). Once individuals are exposed to a traumatic
event, they question the core assumptions made of the world, the self, and others. Traumatic
events threaten and challenge the surface level acceptance of these assumptions, forcing
individuals to negotiate the tension between previously held beliefs and recent exposure. Without
resolution, mental health symptoms can manifest as anxiety, helplessness, hopelessness,
depression, and, at times, symptoms consistent with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD; JanoffBulman, 1989).
Historical Roots. Vocabulary used to describe the internal representations of the world
have varied throughout history, including labels such as schema (Bartlett, 1932), working model
(Bowlby, 1969; 1973), theory of reality (Epstein, 1973; 1979; 1980) and, of course, the
assumptive world (Janoff-Bulman, 1992). Although each construct differs theoretically, there is
foundational agreement on an individual’s need for and the utility in the construction of an
internal representation of the world. Schemas serve as a guide for current behavior and future
planning. Fiske and Linville (1980) operationalized schema as "cognitive structures of organized
prior knowledge, abstracted from experience…schemas guide the processing of new
information" (p. 543). Bowlby (1969) posited that individuals develop an internal working model
of the world and themselves within the environment to make meaning of events, organize their
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days, and predict future events. As they develop assumptions about the order of their
communities, members of the world, and themselves, it provides the impression of safety and
psychological protection (Bowlby, 1979; Kobak & Sceery, 1988). Individuals operate on the
belief that there is a specific order to the world's events and that all individuals will obey social
rules of kindness and respect.
Parkes (1971, 1975) initially coined the term “assumptive world” to capture individuals’
expectations about the world and their role. Assumptions are developed and confirmed through
years of experience, then used “as a means of recognizing, planning, and acting” (Parkes, 1975,
p. 132). Janoff-Bulman’s (1992) work Shattered Assumptions: Towards a New Psychology of
Trauma, is an extension of Parkes' theory. It describes the intersectionality of trauma and one's
assumptive world. It explores the negative consequences that arise as individuals attempt to
negotiate their traumatic experience and their existing schema for meaning-making.
Like Bowlby (1969), Parkes believed assumptions are formed in early childhood and
adapted as one matures. The contact we have with individuals, beginning with early caregivers,
and the experiences we endure or are sheltered from, influence the development of one's
assumptive world. It is theorized that the child extrapolates and generalizes their relationship
with their caregivers to individuals outside of the home. For instance, children who have a
healthy relationship with their caregiver will develop benevolent assumptions about others based
on their early experiences. As they mature, this will inform their assumptions about how things
are and ought to be (Janoff-Bulman, 1992; Parkes, 1975).
Assumptions undergo a process of modification throughout the lifespan that either
disprove or substantiate the existing conceptual framework. When exposed to new information,
individuals actively or passively select the process of assimilation instead of accommodation to
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support existing schemas (Janoff-Bulman, 1989). Research has shown that individuals are more
likely to remember schema-consistent information (Rojahn & Pettigrew, 1992), misremember
schema-inconsistent information (Schaper et al., 2019), and interpret information in a schemafavorable manner (Halberstadt et al., 2008; Snyder, 1984). As Piaget (1952) noted, the process of
assimilation is less invasive than accommodation. For that reason, individuals are prone to ignore
or reject information that conflicts with their assumptive world. They will most often choose to
assimilate information into an existing schema, rather than modify their worldview to fit new
information.
The assumptive worldview provides a veil of comfort for the individual. Providing the
worldview is intact, subjective experiences are unquestioned and unchallenged, resulting in a
false sense of control and invulnerability (Edmondson et al., 2011). Assumptions are not entirely
incorrect, as they are understood as generalities of common experiences. For instance, most
individuals behave benevolently, and people do have control over aspects of their lives. JanoffBulman and Berg (1988) noted that assumptions are not baseless; instead, they can be considered
exaggeratory. Theorists and researchers have discussed the importance of individual schemas but
have generally shown disinterest in the content of the assumptions (Bowlby, 1969; Marris; 1975;
Parkes, 1971; 1975). Throughout the lifespan, individuals create many assumptions about the
facets of life; however, Janoff-Bulman (1992) conceptualized three main core assumptions: the
world as benevolent, the world as meaningful, and the self as worthy (p. 6).
Core Assumptions. While Janoff-Bulman (1989; 1992) understood that not all
individuals hold these core assumptions as unequivocally true, in her research involving
individuals with a trauma history, she found that most people operate from some variants of the
three core assumptions. Generally, individuals unconsciously operate from their world
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assumptions, as acknowledging the assumptive aspects of their worldview is not necessary to
provide a person with a veil of comfort, protection, and a sense of invulnerability. Cognitively,
they understand horrific events, such as cancer diagnoses and car accidents occur frequently, yet
people typically believe they will never personally experience them (Janoff-Bulman & Frieze,
1983; Vos & De Haes, 2007; Weinstein & Lachendro, 1982). Due to the unconscious nature of
assumptions, individuals may discount the assumptive worldview and proclaim immunity to such
beliefs, all while operating life in agreement with them.
Benevolent World. The assumption of a benevolent world categorizes people’s general
belief that the world is a good place (Janoff-Bulman, 1992). Janoff-Bulman’s use of the term
“world” is an abstract representation referring to people and events. Individuals demonstrate a
tendency to view people as caring, thoughtful, considerate, and kind. When surveyed, individuals
reported they believe a higher proportion of positive events occur than negative ones (JanoffBulman, 1989). Events with outcomes that yield good results are thought to be more common
than adverse events that cause misfortune. Significant positive relationships have been found
between the belief in people's benevolence and events, demonstrating a general disposition
towards a belief in a safe world rather than a dangerous, malevolent one (Janoff-Bulman, 1989).
For an individual to consider the world as benevolent, they are likely only surveying their
immediate and past experiences. They tend to make generalities about the world that are merely
descriptions of their life experiences. The process of attributing benevolent characteristics to the
world occurs in the presence of positive outcomes. By extension, the general society and its
inhabitants are understood to be good. However, individuals demonstrate an ability to
differentiate their immediate situation from national and international problems. Wenglert and
Rosen (2000) found that most individuals hold an optimistic outlook about their future that was
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not significantly related to the outcome of the world and its current events. Thus, individuals
tend to demonstrate a contradiction between how they view their personal lives and the state of
the world. One explanation is due to the general assumption in a meaningful world, where events
have a cause and purpose.
Meaningfulness. The second assumption, the meaningfulness of the world, is associated
with a person's belief in the balance of "good" and "bad" outcomes (Janoff-Bulman, 1989; 1992).
Once individuals develop a sense of understanding events and their consequences, they ascribe
meaning to the basis of events. Justifications fall into distinct categories. The first category deals
with the notion of justice. Justice is specific to whether an individual is perceived to deserve an
event happening to them and incur the subsequent outcome. This belief is derived from Lerner's
(1980) "just world theory" in which he posits that a belief in a just world is developed out of
necessity. Rationalizing events as determinants of a person's characteristics of goodness and
decency are foundational for understanding the reason for the distribution of negative events.
Vulnerability to negative events is then interpreted as reflective of one's character and the level
of social correctness they possess.
The second categorical explanation used to understand the underlying meaning and
distribution of events is based on control (Janoff-Bulman, 1989; 1992). In contrast to the
characterological interpretation of justice, outcomes are explained by people's behaviors (JanoffBulman, 1979). Good, sound, precautionary actions are believed to protect individuals from
negative outcomes. This logic supposes conscious thought can assist and control against harm by
minimizing potential threats and reducing vulnerability. As a result, adverse outcomes are
deemed poor behavioral choices. Blame for negative consequences is attributed to others and the
self (Berman et al., 2018; Janoff-Bulman, 1988).
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This is especially true in situations involving sexual assault. Afterward, survivors were
found to blame themselves (Berman et al., 2018; Hamrick & Owens, 2019) and receive blame
for their behaviors precipitating the event (Grubb & Turner, 2012; Hayes et al., 2013). More
recently, a similar process was associated with individuals who actively engage in substance use.
Users were found to self-blame for their continued use (Kingree & Thompson, 2000; Tolfrey et
al., 2010) and receive attributional blame from others (Lloyd, 2013; Sattler et al., 2017). In both
situations, the observer attempts to glean meaning from the negative outcome by attributing
responsibility to the sexual assault survivor or substance user. For the person experiencing the
events, self-blame protects from the notion of meaninglessness (Janoff-Bulman, 1992). Holding
to the belief of an action-contingency outcome process while engaging in behavioral self-blame
may reinforce a sense of protection from future events (Hamrick & Owens, 2019).
The last distributional principle of meaningfulness is chance or randomness. While the
principles of justice and control are explanatory and infer order, the principle of chance
challenges that notion. People accept the randomness of events at a certain level, acknowledging
that their behaviors cannot protect against misfortune or guarantee positive outcomes. However,
viewing the world nihilistically, or lacking meaning, has been linked with deleterious effects on a
person’s mental health, such as depression (Hedayati & Khazaei, 2014) and suicide (Edwards &
Holden, 2001). For this reason, Heine and colleagues (2006) theorized that individuals are
innately motivated to derive meaning from their social world to preserve relationships, develop
long-term goals, and resolve ambiguity about the present moment. Van Tongeren and Green
(2010) found that individuals naturally defend against the notion of meaninglessness. Defenses
were found to be more significant when examining traumatic events, such as the sudden death of
a loved one. In summary, chance or randomness of events may assist in explaining the
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distribution of outcomes, but individuals typically use justice or control principles to
comprehend events in question.
Worthiness of Self. The assumption of self-worth is specific to one’s belief about their
personhood, where perceived vulnerabilities to negative outcomes are contingent on the personal
belief in one's goodness. Perceptions about the self are an essential component in the assumptive
world model for understanding how the view of one's worth interact with their worldview
(Janoff-Bulman, 1992). For instance, if the primary distribution principle is justice and an
individual believed they were moral, kind, and possessed sound qualities, yet held a malevolent
view of the world, their perceived vulnerabilities would be diminished (Janoff-Bulman, 1989).
Their character would serve to moderate and defend against negative outcomes because their
behaviors and just personal qualities would protect them against an unjust world. In contrast, an
individual who believed in a just, benevolent world may perceive higher vulnerabilities to
adverse outcomes if they have low self-esteem.
The distributional principle of justice could be substituted for control or chance principles
for further understanding. However, it is critical to note the importance of one’s self-worth in the
assumptive world model. In combination, these distributional properties total eight possible
theoretical lenses to understand one's worldview and the influence traumatic experiences may
have on the person. The eight claims in SA theory are as follows: "benevolence of the world,
benevolence of people, the distributional principles of justice, controllability, and randomness,
and dimensions of self-worth, self-controllability, and luck regarding the self" (Janoff-Bulman,
1989, p. 120).
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Trauma
As mentioned above, the three core assumptions are typically developed inflexibly
without challenges to the foundation of one's worldview. For this reason, traumatic experiences
cause a significant amount of psychological distress, as one is forced to examine the nature of
their beliefs. However, the very nature of questioning one's schema is not a cause of
psychological distress. Rothbart (1981) found that individuals continuously alter their schema
when exposed to slightly incongruent information; though, changes are minor as they engage in
assimilation or accommodation. Alterations to worldviews are done incrementally and
deliberately allowing for safe, thoughtful consideration of one's perceptions and general
understanding of the self within and separate from their environment.
When exposed to severe, incongruent information that individuals are unable to match
with prior schemata, worldviews undergo disastrous changes (Rothbart, 1981). Traumatic events
resulting in deleterious outcomes, such as car accidents, environmental disasters, terrorist
attacks, terminal medical diagnoses, sexual assaults, and other criminal victimizations, become
impossible for the individual to disregard. Nevertheless, individuals continue to demonstrate
resistance to changing their worldviews to accommodate new information, even though
appropriate adjustments are linked with greater well-being (Blevins et al., 2016; Cann et al.,
2010; Hobfoll et al., 2007). Apprehension is understood as a safety mechanism meant to preserve
the foundation for which the hierarchy of assumptions rest. A thorough questioning of
assumptions could threaten the breakdown of one’s schema, creating instability. However,
traumatic experiences demand an examination of the viability of previously held assumptions
through a reworking of a preexisting schema or shattering it (Janoff-Bulman, 1992).
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An inability to assimilate the traumatic experience invokes a cognitive crisis for the
survivor. Negotiations between the experience and personal history must occur for healthy
schematic accommodations. Even still, accommodations can influence world assumptions. Such
evidence was found by Janoff-Bulman (1989), who developed the assumptive world theory after
studying survivors of traumatic experiences who met the criteria for a PTSD diagnosis from the
third edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). After
constructing the world assumption scale (WAS; Janoff-Bulman, 1989) that captures the eight
postulates of the theory, she surveyed both trauma survivors and those without traumatic
experiences. When comparing participants with a traumatic history to those without, she found
significant differences in their assumptions. Survivors of traumatic experiences were found to
hold a more malevolent view of the world than their peers, even though their perceptions of self
were equal (Janoff-Bulman, 1989). Participants with a trauma history reported experiencing
traumatic incidents many years before the study. Results suggest that traumatic life events have a
long-term impact on one's worldview compared to their naïve peers.
SA, First Responders, and Trauma. SA theory is one of the most widely supported
approaches for understanding the role of cognition in the development and maintenance of
trauma symptoms following a traumatic experience (Edmondson; et al., 2011; Rodriquez-Munoz
et al., 2010). It has been applied to numerous areas of study as a means of understanding PTSD
symptoms, including survivors of sexual trauma (Janoff-Bulman, 1985; Littleton et al., 2012;
McEwan et al., 2005), interpersonal violence (Lilly et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2012; Valdez & Lilly,
2015), and first responders (Armstrong et al., 2014; Harris et al., 2002; Morren et al., 2005;
Wagner et al., 2008).
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First responder is a general term that includes emergency medical technicians (EMT),
firefighters, and police officers (Benedict et al., 2007). On average, a survey of first responders
yielded higher PTSD rates than the general population (American Psychiatric Association,
2013). Berger and colleagues (2012) performed a meta-analysis of 20,424 first responders,
including primarily EMTs, firefighters, and police, across 40 studies. They estimated that 10% of
first responders met the diagnostic criteria for PTSD. However, prevalence rates between types
of first responders may vary. It is estimated that in police officers, prevalence rates of PTSD vary
between 7% and 19% (Mamar et al., 2006). For firefighters, prevalence rates were found to vary
significantly due to differences in measures used, application of cut-off scores, and sampling
differences (Corneil et al., 1999; Del Ben et al., 2006; Heinrichs et al., 2005). Armstrong et al.
(2014) estimated that 7.3% of firefighters have PTSD. EMTs were found to have a much higher
rate of PTSD than police officers and firefighters, ranging between 14.6% to 20%, due to their
continuous exposure to death and other traumatic situations (Berget et al., 2012; Siebert, 2009).
Discrepancies in PTSD prevalence of first responders may be due to the current
psychodiagnostic understanding of PTSD, defined in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, fifth edition (DSM-5; APA 2013). For a person to meet a PTSD diagnosis,
they must satisfy Criterion A, or the trauma stressor criterion that causally links the onset of
trauma symptoms to a singular event. For this reason, past research assessing first responders,
their changes in assumptions, and trauma symptom severity have mostly examined single
episode critical incidents, such as the death of a coworker (Beaton et al., 1999; Cowman et al.,
2004; D’Andrea et al., 2004) or large-scale response events, such as terrorist attacks (Berninger
et al., 2010; Bromet et al., 2016; Cone et al., 2015; Fullerton et al., 2004; Morren et al., 2005;
North et al., 2002). Although similar, critical incidents differ from traumatic incidents. Harris et
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al. (2002) differentiated between the two by defining a critical incident as an “exposition to
personal loss or injury, traumatic stimuli, mission failure, or human error. Other descriptions
include responding to several difficult situations in a short space of time, calls that attract
excessive media attention, and contact with dead or severely injured children” (p. 223).
Assessing trauma symptoms through a single episode criterion is concerning due to the
occupational nature of first responders and the collective effects of caring for others, responding
to organizational pressures, and repeatedly witnessing the horrific outcomes of critical incidents
(Alden et al., 2008). As explained above, contemporary PTSD theories explain the development
and maintenance of PTSD symptoms as a two-fold process. Critical incidents either serve to
confirm preexisting negative beliefs or disprove positively held beliefs (Regambal et al., 2015).
Few studies have examined firefighters' held beliefs prior to traumatic exposure and PTSD
development (Bryant & Guthrie, 2007; Heinrichs et al., 2005).
Heinrichs and colleagues (2005) conducted a two-year longitudinal study of firefighters.
Participants (n = 43) were assessed following basic training to acquire a baseline. Follow-up
assessments were completed 6-, 9-, 12-, and 24-months following entry and active service in the
fire department. Along with assessments for psychopathology, which assessed for levels of
depression, PTSD, and anxiety, the researchers also assessed for levels of alexithymia, hostility,
and self-efficacy. In addition to psychological measures, the researchers collected cortisol to
monitor each participant's adrenocortical activity, as low cortisol activity has been linked to
PTSD (Meewisse et al., 2007; Yehuda, 2002). The results suggested that high levels of hostility
and low levels of self-efficacy were significant predictors in the development of
psychopathology. Specifically, participants with both risk factors reported an increase in
depression, anxiety, PTSD, and alexithymia across the two-year study. Findings suggest that
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preexisting beliefs about the self and world significantly influence the psychological well-being
of first responders, given their continuous exposure to critical incidents.
Bryant and Guthrie (2007) replicated Heinrichs and colleagues’ (2005) findings by
surveying trainee firefighters (n = 68) during basic training. Trainees were asked to complete
assessments associated with their history of trauma exposure, posttraumatic symptoms, and their
use of negative self-appraisals. Participants were reassessed four years after the initial baseline
assessment. Results from the study suggest trainees who were more likely to engage in negative
self-appraisal reported higher rates of PTSD at the four-year follow-up. Findings support
contemporary PTSD theories that PTSD is linked to negative interpretations of the event, in
conjunction with personal blame for the outcomes. Given that PTSD is associated with poor selfesteem in trauma survivors (Kashdan et al., 2006; Weinberg, 2013), low levels of perceived selfefficacy may be negatively altered by continuous exposure to critical incidents.
Research attempting to capture the cumulative nature of trauma exposure has done so by
analyzing the relationship between traumatic histories and the development of future PTSD
symptoms. Currently, there are no studies that examine the cumulative effects of trauma
exposure in first responders that differentiate continuous exposure from singular events (Molnar
et al., 2017). Because trauma history has been identified as a predisposing factor for the
development of PTSD (Astin et al., 1995; Beslau et al., 1999), studies have attempted to
understand this relationship in first responders.
Dougall and colleagues (2000) examined the relationship between prior traumatic
experiences and the emergence of PTSD symptoms by surveying first responders to an airline
crash. Participants (n = 108) consisted of voluntary healthcare workers, EMTs, radiologists,
dental students, firefighters, USAir maintenance workers, flight attendants, and administrative
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personnel. Participants were recruited one year following the cleanup work of an airline crash.
The researchers postulated that exposure to traumas similar to the airline crash cleanup (i.e.,
viewing deceased bodies or handling physical remains) would be associated with less stress
compared to dissimilar critical events (i.e., being a victim of a crime or a family member being a
victim of a crime). They found that individuals exposed to events dissimilar to the airline crash
experienced an increase in distress and PTSD symptoms. In contrast, exposure to similar events
did not increase stress (Dougall et al., 2000).
Although the researchers did not ground their study in SA theory, their findings support
it. The results suggest a healthy accommodation of critical incidents allow for an easy
assimilation of similar future events. Exposure to new critical incidents requires the process of
accommodation to integrate a new traumatic experience flexibly. An inability to do so may result
in a traumatic response. This is especially important concerning first responders who
continuously engage in emotionally demanding and challenging situations. Alexander and Klein
(2001) found that more than 80% of first responders were involved with a critical incident within
the last six months. While Dougall and colleagues’ findings suggest a reduction in sensitivity to
similar critical incidents, continual exposure has been linked to a reduced ability to cope,
alterations in worldview, and increased levels of stress that may lead to cognitive and emotional
changes in functioning (Greinacher et al., 2019). In considering the aspects of their duties, first
responders may be at a higher risk for developing symptoms of traumatization, known as
secondary traumatization.
Secondary Traumatic Stress
Secondary traumatization or secondary traumatic stress (STS) was first conceptualized by
Figley (1995). Figley (1999) expounded on his definition by clarifying that STS captures “the
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stress deriving from helping others who are suffering or who have been traumatized” (p. 10). He
proposed that helpers serving survivors of traumatic experiences may exhibit a traumatic
response without having exposure to the incident. Trauma symptoms could manifest through
repeated, continual engagement with the trauma narrative or extreme confrontation of the
explicit details without bearing witness. STS is an expansion of McCann and Pearlman's (1990)
work with the construct of vicarious traumatization (VT).
Although the two terms have significant overlap, VT is specific to the psychological,
emotional, cognitive, and physical changes of mental health therapists who engaged in empathic
relationships with clients. STS, however, is a more widely used term to describe changes in
schemata, as well as traumatic symptoms of intrusive thoughts, hyperarousal, anhedonia, and
avoidance (Bride, 2007; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995). Such changes to schemata are linked to
reduced capacity for empathic expression, understanding, and support of individuals in need
(Hoffman, 2009). Branson (2018), in a review of the vicarious traumatization literature,
purported that the construct of STS is more appropriate when describing first responders, as their
work does not entail a sustained empathic relationship with patients. Of late, the terms
compassion fatigue (CF) and STS have been used interchangeably to capture socioemotional
symptoms, fatigue, and reduction in sympathetic understanding that occurs from enduring longterm compassion stress (Adams et al., 2006; Bourke & Craune, 2014; Figley, 1995; Greinacher
et al., 2019). For these reasons, STS will be used to describe all symptoms associated with both
STS and CF constructs.
STS and First Responders
Research suggests that EMS workers experience more occupational stress than the
general public (Benedek et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2002; Corneil et al., 1999). Stress is directly
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related to continuous exposure to unpredictable circumstances, types of medical emergencies,
and other situations that result in increased stress (i.e., burning buildings). Routine exposure to
critical incidents may influence the psychological processing necessary for healthy and
appropriate healing, as well as affect one’s general outlook. In turn, cognitive denial and
emotional numbing, through strategies such as substance misuse, may impact a first responder’s
mental well-being (Benedek et al., 2006). Negative impacts on first responders' psychological
well-being have been linked to harmful effects on relationships, job satisfaction, decisionmaking skills, and self-efficacy (Baker & Williams, 2000; Regehr et al., 2003; Schnurr & Green,
2004).
Although widely recognized, the secondary traumatization of first responders is an
emerging line of research with few studies examining the prevalence and its effects. Recently,
Molnar and colleagues (2017) called for a thorough examination of VT and STS across various
professions, including first responders, using instruments specific to the measurement of STS.
Most studies surveying first responders primarily use PTSD instruments to ascertain prevalence
rates rather than construct valid measures. In turn, results may reflect both primary and
secondary traumatization from personal and professional events (Lawrence, 2017).
In a recent meta-analysis of secondary traumatic stress in first responders, Greinacher et
al. (2019) found that first responders had secondary traumatic stress rates between 4% and 13%.
In their review, Greinacher and colleagues discussed that the range in STS rates might result
from inconsistent use of VT/STS measures, misuse of cut-off scores, and a lack of a clear
differentiation in constructs producing unclear results. The researchers excluded studies that used
primary trauma questionnaires, rather than STS, VT, or CF measures. As a result, the review of
studies surveying firefighters, EMTs, and ambulance drivers consisted primarily of unpublished
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dissertations and studies from Italy (Pietrantoni & Prati, 2008; Prati & Piertrantoni, 2010a; Setti
& Argentero, 2012; Setti & Argentero, 2014; Setti et al., 2016), Germany (Greinacher, Nikendi,
et al., 2019), and South Korea (Jo et al., 2018). The review was limited in nature, but the findings
do suggest that STS affects first responders across various domains: community relations,
personality traits, clinical care, and psychological well-being.
Rural and Urban Settings. The motivations for becoming a first responder have been
found to vary across rural and urban settings. Patterson et al. (2007) found that rural EMTs
identified community needs, relationships, and helping others. Urban EMTs agreed with their
rural peers, but also identified pay and career opportunities as deciding factors. Additionally,
rural firefighters reported fewer organizational supports than their urban counterparts, resulting
in higher turnover rates (Erisman, 2001). Due to these stark differences across personal
motivations and organizational supports, Crampton (2012) investigated how these factors
influence rates of compassion fatigue (CF) and PTSD in urban and rural firefighters.
Urban (n = 56) and rural (n = 31) participants were given two measures to assess PTSD
and CF. For PTSD symptoms severity, participants completed the Detailed Assessment of
Posttraumatic Stress (DAPS), and for CF the participants were given the Professional Quality of
Life Scale (ProQOL). The findings of the study suggested that both urban and rural EMTs
experienced STS at a similar rate. Analysis found that 32% of rural participants and 34% of
urban participants reported an average degree of STS, whereas 66% and 68% respectively had
high STS score. There were no significant differences in rates of STS and PTSD between rural
and urban firefighters. However, when asked if they believed they suffered from CF and burnout,
rural firefighters were found to endorse lower rates of CF, PTSD, and burnout than their urban
counterparts.
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It is important to note that although there were no significant differences in rates of STS
between rural and urban firefighters, there is a qualitative difference in the type of traumatic
stress experienced. In the same study, Crampton (2012) asked EMTs to identify their most
difficult critical incident and the personal effects. Rural firefighters were found to identify
personal stressors, such as knowing the patient, as compared to urban EMTs, who tended to
describe the scene's horrendous details. Such differences were captured further by Folwell and
Kauer's (2018) qualitative study of 25 full-time, paid EMTs to understand the types of stressors
faced. Of the four stressors identified, knowing the patient was reported to be a significant
contributor to occupational stress. It is common for many first responders who work in rural
settings to know the patient personally (Alexander & Klein, 2001). Casey and Legger (2000)
found that nearly one-third of patients were known by the first responders who provided them
care. Compared with first responders in urban settings, rural EMTs must balance the stress of
assisting their community by creating a professional level of separation from the patient to
provide appropriate medical intervention. This occupational demand may become more
psychologically taxing for rural EMTs, as drug overdoses in nonmetropolitan areas have
surpassed urban rates (CDC, 2017) and continue to rise (CDC, 2018).
Clinical Care and Personality Changes. In addition to occupational setting and types of
stressors, years of service (Phelps et al., 2009) and personality traits (LaFauci Schutt & Marotta,
2011) have been linked to secondary traumatization. Tracy (2012) examined if individual
differences in personality characteristics and level of emotional intelligence among emergency
medical technicians predicted STS and burnout levels. Participants (n = 50) were licensed,
volunteer EMTs within an emergency response service in Washington, DC. In addition to
clinical ratings of participants’ abilities completed by the supervisors and peers, each participant
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was given the Compassion Satisfaction/Fatigue self-test to assess their level of compassion, the
facial recognition task to assess their ability to identify different facial expressions and their
associated emotion, and the Big Five Aspects Scale (BFAS).
The study’s results supported the researcher's hypothesis that lower compassion
satisfaction would be correlated with poorer emotion and facial recognition. This dimension was
significant in predicting effectiveness in providing clinical care. Participants who had higher
rates of compassion fatigue were found to have received poorer reviews on their clinical practice
than their peers with lower rates of compassion fatigue. Further, years of experience, or rank,
were found to predict compassion fatigue in EMT personnel. Typically, years of experience is
understood as a metric of competence (Paloniemi, 2006); however, for EMTs, tenure is
associated with an increase in exposure to critical incidents and traumatic stress (Phelps et al.,
2009).
Tracy (2012) also found a link between rank, compassion fatigue, and neuroticism in the
participants. Neuroticism is described by Costa and McCrae (1992) as a personality trait
associated with fear, anger, guilt, and disgust. It has been linked with the development of
psychopathology (Lahey, 2009) and associated with a cautious outlook on the future. Personality
researchers have long believed personality traits to be stable; however, Jeronimus and colleagues
(2013) found that negative life events produced a lasting increase in neuroticism accompanied by
anxiety and depressive symptoms. Neuroticism is also associated with changes in beliefs in
benevolence across the lifespan. Poulin and Cohen Silver (2008) found that a belief in a
benevolent world increased across the lifespan, unless individuals experienced negative events,
which resulted in an increase in neuroticism and a decrease in a benevolent worldview. For first
responders, increased traumatic stress may result in a more malevolent worldview and poor
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psychological well-being, captured by psychopathology and associated changes in personality
traits.
STS and World Assumptions
The unique challenges that face first responders, such as quick transitions between work
tasks and emergencies (Paton, 1996), shift demands (Beaton, 2006), providing aid to patients,
and experiencing the death of coworkers, have been linked with negative effects on
psychological and emotional well-being. Compared to isolated incidents, compounded traumatic
stress is considered more difficult to treat, due to the constellation of stressors that collectively
influence PTSD symptomatology (Herman, 1992). Equally important, PTSD alters one's
worldview and increases anxiety symptoms and feelings of vulnerability (Edmondson et al.,
2011). However, few research studies have investigated world assumptions and traumatic stress
in first responders. The few studies have yielded inconsistent findings across occupations
(Brower-Berkhoven, 2007; Green, 2016; Wagner et al., 2008). Due to the limited number of
empirical studies assessing firefighters' and EMTs' assumptions, literature investigating the
intersection of world assumptions and STS in police officers are discussed.
Police Officers’ STS and World Assumptions. Compared with firefighters, paramedics,
and EMTs, there is plenty of research investigating police officers' prevalence rates of PTSD
(Bowler et al., 2016; Chopko et al., 2018; Hartley et al., 2013;), secondary traumatic stress
(Perez et al., 2010; Turgoose et al., 2017), and their world assumptions (Brown & Grover, 1998;
Green, 2016; Yuan et al., 2010). Although police officers' occupational demands differ from
those of firefighters and emergency medical technicians (EMT), police officers are at risk of
experiencing STS and PTSD. Although not all police officers develop PTSD after being exposed
to potentially traumatic events, prevalence rates for police officers are between 7% and 19%
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(Mamar et al., 2006), compared with 7.3% of firefighters and 14.6% to 20% for EMTs (Berget et
al., 2012). Officers who develop PTSD symptoms may evidence alterations in assumptions due
to poor flexibility in accommodating experiences associated with chronic exposure to critical
incidents. In general, high resilience, or the ability to flexibly accommodate experiences
adaptively during stressful experiences (Tugade & Frederickson, 2004), in addition to
preventative factors, such as organizational social support, may account for the lower prevalence
rates than other first responders (Chae & Boyle, 2013; Ellrich & Baier, 2017).
Yuan and colleagues (2010) conducted a longitudinal cohort study of police cadets to
understand the relationships among trauma history, exposure, personality characteristics,
protective factors, and world assumptions. Specifically, this study explored protective factors
that may mitigate the development of PTSD in police officers. Cadets (n = 400) were recruited
from four urban police departments in New York, NY, Oakland, CA, San Francisco, CA, and
San Jose, CA. At the initial assessment, conducted during basic training, cadets underwent a
structured psychological interview to gather past and current mental health concerns.
Additionally, participants were given a demographic questionnaire, the Life Stressor ChecklistRevised (LSC-R) to assess trauma exposure, the NEO Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI) to
assess the personality characteristics of the participants, the Sources of Social Support Scale
(SOS) to assess perceived social supports, the Social Adjustment Scale-Self Report (SAS-SR) to
capture current social functioning, and the World Assumptions Scale (WAS). At 24-months,
participants completed the Civilian Mississippi Scale (CMS) to assess current PTSD symptoms,
as well as the Critical Incident History Questionnaire (CIHQ), an instrument used to measure the
frequency police officers experienced critical incidents within the previous two-years.
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Results from the study found that world beliefs were significantly associated with the
development and maintenance of PTSD. In using a hierarchical regression, Yuan and colleagues
found that prior world assumptions, primarily belief in a benevolent world, accounted for a
significant variance in the development of posttraumatic stress symptoms. Greater belief in a
benevolent world was significantly correlated with lower PTSD symptoms. However, the
researchers did not reassess the officers’ assumptions to understand if their continuous exposure
to critical incidents altered their worldviews. Low reporting of PTSD symptoms by first
responders early in their careers is common. Bryant and Guthrie (2007) found that firefighters
within 6-months of their career had low posttraumatic stress symptoms, but rates were found to
have increased when reassessed four years later.
To understand the increase in expression of PTSD symptoms in police officers, Green
(2016) studied the relationships among the number of critical incidents experienced by officers,
their world assumptions, and the expression of posttraumatic symptoms. The researcher used an
online survey to solicit a nationwide sample (n = 79). Participants completed a general
questionnaire, the CIHQ, to assess exposure to critical incidents, the CMS and PTSD checklist
for civilians (PCL-C) to gauge PTSD symptoms, and the WAS to capture the participants' world
assumptions.
Results from the study confirmed the relationship between the number of critical
incidents and PTSD symptoms. That is, the more traumatic experiences the police officer
encountered, the more serious their PTSD symptoms. Further, PTSD symptoms were
significantly associated with the eight subscales found on the WAS. Greater PTSD symptoms
correlated with poorer assumptions of benevolence, meaningfulness, and worthiness of self.
Continuous exposure to traumatic stress weakened the officers' belief in the meaningfulness of
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events and their ability to control the world around them. Equally as important, officers were
found to hold a strong belief that events occur randomly, which was strongly associated with
their weakened belief in self-worth. Shifts in their worldview appears to be inextricably linked
with their perceived inability to create lasting positive change in their communities.
Although police officers face different occupational demands than firefighters and EMTs,
each are tasked with providing care to those in emergencies. They are called upon to provide
services in critical incidents. In turn, each experience traumatic stress that may result in the
expression of posttraumatic symptoms and alterations to their schema.
Firefighters’ STS and World Assumptions. Wagner and colleagues (2008) assessed the
impact of STS on Canadian firefighters’ world assumptions. Specifically, they examined how
continuous exposure to critical incidents influenced firefighters’ assumptions. They hypothesized
that firefighters and the control group would significantly differ along the three aspects of world
assumptions (benevolence, meaningfulness, and self-worth). The control group had similar
educational experience as the firefighter group and was comprised of mill workers, truck drivers,
and electrical and radio technicians. The firefighter (n = 92) and control (n = 91) groups
completed the WAS to assess their assumptions of the world, the Impact of Events ScaleRevised to evaluate the level of traumatic symptomatology, and the Symptom Checklist 90Revised to gauge mental health symptoms across 12 domains of psychological well-being,
including PTSD.
Results from the study found no significant difference in world assumptions between the
firefighter and control groups. However, the researchers found a significant relationship between
benevolence and posttraumatic symptoms in the firefighting sample. This relationship may
suggest the importance of firefighters observing confirmatory evidence of the goodness of their
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actions, such as the betterment of their communities and its citizens. Similar to Green’s (2016)
findings, continuous engagement in providing services to medical incidents without visible
communal improvement may increase PTSD symptoms associated with an increase in a
malevolent worldview.
Brower-Berkhoven (2007) assessed the intersection of world assumptions and traumatic
stress in firefighters. The participant pool included fully employed firefighters (n = 91), and a
control group (n = 67), with similar age and education levels as the firefighters. Their
occupations consisted of machine operators, mill operators, and construction workers.
Participants from both groups were administered the World Assumptions Scale and a
demographic questionnaire. The researchers found that the fire service group did not
significantly differ from the control group on the constructs of self-worth, benevolence, and
meaningfulness.
Although there was no difference between the control and firefighter groups on belief in
meaningfulness, it is an important dimension to discuss. The firefighters reported a significant
belief in the meaningfulness of events, which encompasses justice and controllability. A belief in
a meaningful world may be used as a coping strategy to combat difficult occupational
experiences and hazards faced (Dougall et al., 2000). Goldenburg and Matheson (2005) found
that survivors of traumatic experiences used strongly held assumptions to cope with negative
outcomes. For the firefighters in the study, one method of coping may be to rationalize the event
by attributing behavioral or characterological blame to the survivor or victim. By projecting the
notion of meaning onto the situation in terms of blaming (i.e., "if they had only paid attention
they would not have crashed"), the firefighter can invoke a sense of justice and satisfy a
cognitively unsettling situation (Janoff-Bulman, 1989). Therefore, due to the nature of
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firefighters’ work duties, it may be adaptive for them to maintain a belief in a meaningful world
through the attribution of blame to justify and cope with experienced traumas.
The findings from both studies suggest evidence of the intersection between a first
responder’s worldview and STS. As Tracy (2012) found, STS and a decrease in one’s benevolent
worldview could have implications for the provision of medical aid, especially to stigmatized
populations, such as substance users. A decline in professionalism and quality of medical
intervention was found to occur in medical students and residents who experienced traumatic
stress (Neumann et al., 2011). If firefighters and other emergency medical providers incur
changes to their assumptions due to traumatic exposure, it may alter how they perceive patients.
The strengthening of beliefs, such as justice and control, coupled with the attribution of blame
for coping purposes may negatively affect the care and treatment of stigmatized individuals.
Triage is an important consideration given the recent increase in demand for first responders to
provide services to individuals with a Substance Use Disorder (SUD), a diagnosis fraught with
controversy about substance users’ moral strength (Cabral Barata et al., 2019; Earp et al., 2019).
Increased exposure to overdoses will likely result in higher rates of STS for first responders and
alterations to their worldviews that may increase stigmatized beliefs about substance users.
Public Stigma and Substance Use
Public stigma was first defined by Goffman (1963) and involves three primary aspects:
(1) racial and cultural identities, (2) physical abnormalities, and (3) flaws of one's character,
specific to substance use and psychiatric illness. Since Goffman's initial posit, social
psychologists have furthered the understanding of stigma related to the public's perception of
race, gender, disabilities, and mental illness. Link and Phelan (2001) expanded Goffman's
definition of stigma to encompass the more cynical, pernicious processes and components. Their
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definition highlighted four critical aspects of public stigma that operates as the foundation of
stereotype construction, discrimination, and prejudicial behavior: (1) labeling an outgroup, (2)
labels are negative descriptions of differences found between the outgroup and ingroup, (3)
differences are critical for constructing social status and hierarchy, and (4) negative social
categorizations result in discrimination and loss of opportunities. Negative attitudes and
behaviors directed at marginalized groups can have serious social implications. For instance,
public stigma was found to have negatively affected substance users' access to medical treatment
(Corrigan & Wassel, 2008) and motivation to receive psychological counseling (SAMHSA,
2009; Vogel et al., 2007). Furthermore, negatively held beliefs about substance use were found
to affect healthcare professionals' perceptions and treatment of patients with SUD (Kelleher &
Cotter, 2009; McGillion et al., 2000; Van Boekel et al., 2013).
This is concerning given the recent rise in substance use rates. According to the National
Survey on Drug Use and Health, between 2015 and 2017, there was an increase in drug use
across all substances and age ranges (NIDA, 2017). In a 2014 survey conducted by the Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), it was estimated that 7.6% of the
adult population with an Alcohol Use Disorder and 12.1% of the adult population with an illicit
drug use disorder received treatment (Lipari & Van Horn, 2017). It is estimated that 18 million
adults did not receive treatment for a SUD. It is speculated that negative perceptions by
coworkers, employers, and their community were a deterrent in seeking treatment (SAMHSA,
2009).
Contemporary analyses of stigma have found that most people hold more discriminatory
and prejudicial beliefs toward a person with a mental illness than a physical disability (Baumann,
2007; Corrigan et al., 2000; Luoma et al., 2007; Weiner et al., 1988). Recent evidence suggests
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that substance use is perceived just as negatively (Crisp et al., 2000; Link et al., 1999; Phillips,
2011). Corrigan and collaborators (2000) recruited 152 adults attending a Chicago community
college. Each participant completed an abbreviated version of the Psychiatric Disability
Attribution Questionnaire (PDAQ). Instead of answering questions about 10 groups, participants
were asked about people in six groups: intellectual disabilities, cocaine addiction, psychosis,
depression, cancer, and AIDS. Results from the study found that stigma varied across groups,
with marked differences found between physical disabilities and psychiatric disorders, including
substance use. Cocaine addiction and psychosis received more negative attributions than the
remaining groups. Specifically, participants blamed substance users for their situation,
perceiving them as being in control of their choices and circumstance.
Attribution Theory and Blame. The basis of stigma and its intensity is found in the
attributions projected onto individuals of a particular outgroup. In Scheff's (1966) labeling
theory, an extension of Heider's (1958) attribution theory, he identified how individuals ascribe
negative stereotypes to individuals with a mental illness. After observing behaviors indicative of
mental illness, people begin to attribute negative stereotypes to them, such as dangerous,
unstable, and deviant. Attribution theory, a social cognitive model, has helped understand the
complicated relationship between discriminatory behaviors and stigmatized beliefs (Weiner,
1995). Weiner et al. (1988) found that stigmatized beliefs vary depending on two primary
variables. The first is perceived controllability of the disorder or condition, and the second being
stability, or the perceived responsibility for one's current medical situation. In terms of mental
health stigma, the participants viewed individuals with a psychiatric condition as "morally
weak," due to the belief that mental health conditions were controllable and reversible (Weiner et
al., 1988, p 745). Such negative attributions are linked to the belief that individuals were
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unwilling to engage in socially appropriate behaviors and subsequently blamed for their
condition.
In attributional theory, and similar to World Assumptions Theory (Janoff-Bulman, 1992),
an attempt to understand cause and controllability precede inferences made about personal
responsibility. Controllability is associated with the disorder's cause, contrasted with
responsibility, which is the judgment about one's character. Attributing personal responsibility
onto an individual is blaming them for the situation. As a result, individuals are less likely to
engage in prosocial behavior towards individuals with a SUD. Negative attributions and
avoidance were found in Corrigan et al.’s (2009) study. They randomly assigned 815 participants
a vignette of either an individual with a mental health disorder, a substance use disorder, or a
physical disability. Participants were then asked to complete measures assessing attributions of
blame and dangerousness. The results found that participants were less likely to help individuals
with a SUD, because they viewed them as more "dangerous" and "blameworthy" than the other
individuals in the vignettes (p. 139).
Phillips and Shaw (2012) used a similar methodology to Corrigan et al., (2009), in which
they gave participants one of six possible vignettes. The vignettes described either an individual
actively involved in problematic habits (smoking, substance use, or obesity) or remission from
those behaviors. After reading their assigned vignette, participants completed a questionnaire
that measured their avoidance of the individual in the vignette. Individuals in the scenarios of
remission and active drug use received the highest level of stigma and avoidance ratings. With
other scenarios, smoking and obesity, remission significantly reduced the stigma received; while
in the substance use vignette, individuals in remission received slightly less stigma than active
users.
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As a means of understanding the nuances of public stigma, Nieweglowski and colleagues
(2017) performed a qualitative study in which they examined its relation to substance use. Using
a thematic analysis, the researchers identified 10 negative stereotypes, three blatant prejudices,
five subtle prejudices, and seven discriminatory practices, including opportunity restrictions and
dehumanization. Negative stereotypes included the belief that substance users were dangerous,
criminals, hopeless and worthless, and blamed for their current standing. An interesting finding
associated with the blame stereotype was its association with failure. Consistent with Phillips and
Shaw (2012), participants viewed individuals involved in treatment with significant skepticism
and stigma, believing they will inevitably relapse.
The researchers separated prejudicial themes into two distinct categories: blatant and
subtle. Blatant prejudice is overt displays of negative biases stemming from perceived threats.
Subtle prejudice is considered indirect displays of negative attitudes and the absence of positive
emotions (Nieweglowski et al., 2017; Pettigrew & Meertens, 1995). Common displays of blatant
prejudice were understood as fear and anger responses associated with the belief that substance
users are erratic and dangerous criminals in denial of the consequences of their use. As a result,
participants reported engaging in opportunity restrictions and the devaluation of substance users.
Opportunity restriction occurs through the denial of housing, healthcare, and employment. The
second is the process of dehumanization. Feelings of fear and anger result in dismissing
substance users, avoiding them, and generalizing negative qualities of some group members to
the larger group.
The sampling of these empirical studies confirms public stigma towards substance users
within community and college settings. The general public's attitudes have also been found
within healthcare professionals, such as nurses, physicians, and medical students (Van Boekel et
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al., 2013). Healthcare professionals' stigmatizing attitudes have been shown to impact treatment,
leading to poor communication between patient and staff, weak working alliance, incorrect
diagnosis, and treatment avoidance by patients. Furthermore, stigma towards alcohol and illicit
drug users was found to negatively affect patients' treatment recovery and self-efficacy (Luoma
et al., 2007).
Healthcare Professionals and Substance Use Stigma. In a qualitative study, Peckover
and Chidlaw (2007) interviewed nurses working in hospitals located throughout the United
Kingdom. Nurses who chose to participate in the study described their clinical duties as broad,
which allowed them to treat patients with various clinical concerns, a subset being illicit drug
users. The interviews were semi-structured and explored their attitudes and perception of the
general physicians' attitudes towards patients who misused illicit drugs, primarily intravenous
heroin users with co-occurring medical issues.
The results of the study suggested that nurses perceived clients with SUD as heavily
biased and stigmatized. They recounted their practice, the general practitioners' behaviors, and
the broader community as discriminatory and prejudicial towards SUD patients. Treatment was
described as minimal, with a generally dismissive attitude towards medical problems and
reported ailments. A significant reason for poor service was the perception that substance users
were dirty, aggressive, and providing services to them was "risky" for the general staff (p. 241).
Some participants noted that staff's discriminatory behaviors and poor treatment might result
from feeling inadequate and uninformed. As a result, patients with SUD consistently received
suboptimal care, resulting in unmet clinical needs.
Consistent with the findings from studies examining public stigma in the general
population, healthcare professionals perceive individuals with SUD as aggressive, violent,
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criminal, and manipulative (Ford, 2011; McGillion et al., 2000). Some practitioners even
reported an unwillingness to empathize with individuals who use illicit drugs (McLaughlin et al.,
2006). As with the general public, causal attributions appear to influence healthcare
professionals' attitudes towards individuals with SUD. Brener and associates (2010) discovered
that a firm belief in controllability by nurses and physicians working in an inpatient treatment
facility was significantly correlated with negative attitudes towards intravenous drug users.
Controllability was heavily involved in the formation of stigma, which was found to influence
the treatment of said patients through inappropriate diagnoses and treatment planning.
Although healthcare professionals hold stigmatized beliefs, differences are found across
disciplines and functions. Professions with increased exposure and experience working with the
substance use populations had a deep concern for their patients (Gilchrist et al., 2011; Russel et
al., 2011). In contrast, May and colleagues (2002) discovered that anesthesiologists' attitudes
towards patients with a SUD were more negative than general physicians who routinely treat
such patients. The same sentiment was found for physicians working with patients who were
intravenous drug users. However, intravenous users were found to experience a high degree of
stigma from the public (Kulesza et al., 2013) and healthcare providers (Brener et al., 2010; Van
Boekel et al., 2013).
First Responders and Stigmatized Beliefs. At this time, there are no studies that
examine EMT and firefighters' attitudes towards substance users. However, few studies have
examined firefighters' and emergency medical technicians' perceptions of mental health (Haugen
et al., 2017). Generally, they were found to hold highly stigmatized beliefs towards individuals
with mental illness. Some labels were consistent with public perception, such as dangerous,
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manipulative, and erratic, while others labeled individuals as lazy or "weak" for seeking out
therapeutic services (Crowe et al., 2015, p. 140).
Applying negative stereotypes to individuals with mental health concerns was found to be
a harmful bidirectional process for first responders and patients. First responders felt unable to
seek out services for fear they would be perceived as incapable of completing work duties, lazy,
and be passed up for promotions (Crowe et al., 2015; Price, 2006). Patients who have psychosis
or other serious mental illnesses, who frequently interact with first responders, may not receive
the highest quality medical care. One participant in a qualitative study by Crowe and colleagues
(2015) reported losing compassion for individuals who routinely call for emergency services.
A reported drop in compassion after continued exposure to individuals with mental
illness may suggest a similar process with substance users. Although the study consisted of
college undergraduates majoring in nursing, criminology, and paramedic courses, Kruis and Choi
(2020) found that negative beliefs about substance use and continued exposure were significant
predictors of the development of stigmatized beliefs towards individuals with SUDs. However,
there has yet to be empirical studies to explore EMT and firefighter attitudes towards substance
users. If mental health stigma is any indication, it is believed that EMTs will have negative
attitudes towards substance users. This study will serve to fill this gap in the literature. Findings
will help explain how secondary traumatization relates to perceptions of substance users and the
development of stigmatized beliefs.
Summary
First responders experience a high degree of traumatic stress, resulting from their work
duties that range from providing medical intervention to extinguishing fires. As the opioid crisis
continues, first responders interact more frequently with substance users, as they are tasked with
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responding to overdoses, which have continued to rise over the past few years. Continued
exposure to workplace stress and critical incidents, such as resuscitations, influence first
responders' world assumptions, primarily benevolence and meaningful assumptions. Specific
critical incidents have been found to affect first responders' well-being more than others, such as
knowing the patient and providing care within a small community. Alterations to general
assumptions are associated with cognitive and emotional aspects of posttraumatic stress disorder,
including decreases in self-efficacy and increases in neuroticism.
Additionally, changes in world assumptions associated with STS were found to result in
higher blame for victims of accidents. Blame was understood as a psychological coping
mechanism associated with an increase in controllability and justice assumptions. An increase in
those assumptions may result in negative attitudes towards stigmatized groups, such as substance
users. Negative attitudes have been shown to influence medical care quality by nurses,
physicians, and other medical staff working with substance users.
Substance users, primarily intravenous drug users, experience stigma from the general
public and the medical community at large. Stigmatized beliefs are connected to the attribution
of blame and controllability of the disorder and behaviors. The cognitive process of attribution
theory concerning public stigma is similar to World Assumptions Theory, in that individuals
attribute control and causality to individuals' choices to glean meaning. In doing so, substance
users experience discriminatory reactions based on degrading stereotypes. Medical professionals
were found to share similar stereotypes of substance users as the general public, labeling them as
manipulative, criminal, and dangerous. First responders' perceptions of substance users have yet
to be researched, but they were found to hold negative attitudes towards individuals with serious
mental illness. Continuous exposure to individuals with psychosis was associated with a decrease
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in compassion for first responders, with some EMTs reporting they provided suboptimal medical
care as a result. Evidence suggests that as compassion decreases in medical professionals,
stigmatized beliefs may increase, influencing the care provided to marginalized groups, such as
substance users.
Purpose, Research Questions, and Hypotheses
The following study examined how the current opioid epidemic impacts first responders’
levels of secondary traumatic stress, world assumptions, and perceptions of substance users.
First, length of employment, frequency of drug related calls, and approximate rate of Narcan
administration were assessed for their prediction of first responders’ STS scores. Next, STS and
burnout scores were examined for the prediction of substance user stigma. Then, the relationship
between world assumptions and substance use stigma was examined. Specifically, just world
belief and benevolence of world and people were assessed for their relationships with negative
perceptions of substance users. Lastly, first responders’ secondary traumatic stress scores,
specific world assumption scale scores, exposure to drug related calls, and rate of Narcan
administration were assessed for their prediction of first responders’ perceptions of substance
users, while controlling for possible confounding variables (i.e., mental health and substance use
disorder trainings) that may influence relationship between variables. Research questions and
accompanying hypotheses are as follows:
Research Question 1: Will length of employment, rate of exposure to drug overdoses, and
variance in the rate of Narcan administration significantly predict ProQOL-V scores in first
responders?
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H1: Length of employment, higher rate of exposure to drug related calls, and Narcan
administration will significantly predict higher scores on the Compassion Fatigue subscale of the
ProQOL-V.
Research Question 2: How does the secondary traumatization of resuscitating and caring for
substance users influence first responders’ perceptions of substance users?
H2: High scores on the Burnout and STS subscales of the ProQOL-V by first responders
will significantly predict high scores on the PSAS.
Research Question 3: Are first responders’ world assumptions related to perceptions of
substance use?
H3: Higher WAS scores amongst first responders will be significantly correlated with
higher scores on the PSAS.
Research Question 4: Will first responders’ Justice, Goodness of World, and Goodness of
People subscale scores predict their perceptions of substance users?
H4: High scores on the PSAS amongst first responders will be significantly predicted by
scores on the Justice subscale, the Benevolence of World subscale, and the Benevolence of
People subscale of the WAS.
Research Question 5: How will the repeated exposure to opiate overdoses influence first
responders view of substance users?
H5: First responders’ perceptions of substance users’ scores will be significantly
predicted by Compassion Fatigue subscale scores on the ProQOL-V, World Assumption Scale
subscale scores of Benevolence of World and Justice, rates of exposure to drug overdoses, and
rate of Narcan administration after controlling for any trainings they received related to mental
health and substance use disorders.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS
Design
The study utilized a quantitative, cross-sectional, descriptive design. Participants in the
study were given all four measures to evaluate demographics, secondary traumatic stress, world
assumptions, and perceived stigma of substance use. The four measures were counterbalanced to
avoid ordering effects. The data from these measures were analyzed using three separate
analyses: a simultaneous linear regression, a hierarchal regression, and a bivariate correlation.
Participants
For this study, qualified participants were firefighters and licensed emergency medical
technicians (EMTs) currently employed and working in the United States of America, and at
least 18 years of age. Convenience sampling was used to identify eligible participants.
Participants were solicited through different channels to gather firefighters and EMTs.
To estimate the sample size necessary for the study, an a priori power analysis was
calculated using G*Power software (Faul et al., 2009). A hierarchy multiple regression was used
for statistical analysis and included one criterion variable (perceptions of substance users), and
six predictor variables (secondary traumatic stress, burnout, WAS justice and benevolence of
world subscales, exposure to drug related calls, and administration of Narcan). Based on an alpha
(α) level of .05, the a priori power analysis calculated a minimum of 85 participants needed to
obtain statistical power of .80 and a medium effect size of .15, as measured by Cohen’s d. An
additional 40 participants were recruited to increase statistical power and account for attrition
and missing or incomplete survey data. The total sample size consisted of 125 participants. After
collecting 125 participants, the survey responses were reviewed and participants who failed to
fully complete the survey were removed. A total of 108 completed surveys remained.
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Measures
World Assumptions Scale (WAS; Janoff-Bulman, 1989)
The WAS is a 32-item scale that evaluates respondents’ level of agreement with
statements about the meaningfulness of the world, benevolence of the world, and worth of self.
The items are scored on a 6-point Likert scale, ranging from (1) “strongly disagree” to (6)
“strongly agree”. Examples of items on the WAS are “By and large, good people get what they
deserve in this world” and “People are basically kind and helpful” (Janoff-Bulman, 1989). The
WAS consists of eight subscales: benevolence of the world (BW), benevolence of people (BP),
justice (J), controllability (C), randomness (R), self-worth (SW), self-controllability (SC), and
luck (L). The total world assumptions score is generated by reverse scoring specific items and
then summing the responses. Items 2, 8, 12, 18, and 31 are reversed scored. Higher scores on the
WAS reflect more negative world assumptions, while lower scores demonstrate more positive
world assumptions.
Janoff-Bulman (1989) developed the scale by using a cross-sectional design, comparing
undergraduates who reported experiencing a traumatic event against undergraduates who did not
endorse experiencing a traumatic event. The scale construction occurred in three separate phases.
Phase one consisted of the creation and development of the scale, which consisted of 64
questions. In phase two, 254 subjects (155 females, 99 males) completed the 64-items. The 64
items were reduced to 32 items after the alpha coefficients were calculated. The final 32 items
were then completed by 356 subjects (212 females, 144 males), who responded based off a 6point, Likert-type scale. A Cronbach’s alpha score of .85 has been reported for the WAS. The
three composite scores for benevolence of the world, meaningfulness of the world, and selfworth have revealed good internal consistency reliability (.75, .82, and .79, respectively). The
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eight four-item subscales were found to have good internal consistency reliability estimates that
range from .67 to .78.
Factor analyses were then conducted to assess the independence of constructs in the
measure. The analysis demonstrated independent constructs and supported the proposed
subscales, except for the benevolence of the impersonal world and benevolence of people
subscales. These subscales presented as a single factor instead of two. Eigenvalues for the seven
factors that emerged from the analysis were greater than 4.0. Similar reliabilities were found in
this analysis, of .66 to .76. The independent factor structure of the subscales and items, good
internal consistency, and good reliability supports the use of this measure with this population.
Professional Quality of Life Scale 5 (ProQOL-V; Stamm, 2010)
The ProQOL-V is a 30-item self-report instrument designed to capture a helping
professional’s personal level of satisfaction with their duties, compassion fatigue, and levels of
secondary traumatic stress (Stamm, 2010). It was adapted from the Compassion Fatigue SelfTest (CFST; Figley, 1995). The scale underwent alterations with the addition of the compassion
satisfaction dimension, changing the name to Compassion Satisfaction and Fatigue Self-Test
(CFST; Figley & Stamm, 1996). Stamm (2010) continued developing the scale independently,
narrowing the instrument to capture well-being of helping professionals within a professional
setting, therein changing the name to the Professional Quality of Life Scale (ProQOL-V; Stamm,
2010).
Across the construction of the instrument, three subscales were developed to capture both
positive and negative effects of helping individuals who have dealt with stressful and traumatic
situations. Each subscale contains 10 items. The three subscales are compassion satisfaction,
burnout, and secondary traumatic stress. The positive dimension is compassion satisfaction,
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which is defined as the general pleasure one receives from assisting others in a productive
manner.
The opposite, negative dimension is compassion fatigue, which consists of burnout and
STS subscales. Compassion fatigue captures the emotional disturbances that arise from assisting
others: anger, exhaustion, depression, and frustration. Emotional disturbances are typically
considered aspects of burnout. STS is considered the cognitive aspects of compassion fatigue,
capturing fear response and avoidance. As defined above, STS is the secondary exposure to
traumatic or stressful events that may have accompanying effects consistent with PTSD, such as
intrusive memories, avoidance, sleep disturbances, and changes in mood. Burnout is specific to
job performance. It encompasses feelings of hopelessness and low self-efficacy related to the
belief that one’s efforts have no effect on the present circumstances. Its onset is gradual in nature
and associated with high workload and an unsupportive work environment.
The ProQOL-V uses a 5-point Likert scale that ranges from 1 = “Never” to 5 = “Very
Often” (Stamm, 2010). Scoring the instrument is a three-step process. First, items 1, 4, 15, 17,
and 29 are reversed scored. Second, each subscale is totaled by summing the items specific to it.
Third, each total is converted from raw scores to T-scores. It is recommended by the developer to
use scores in their continuous form, but cut-off scores are provided that are specific to the 25th
and 75th percentiles. For this study, scores were used in their continuous form. The mean scaled
score of each subscale is 50, and the standard deviation is 10.
For the compassion satisfaction subscale, scores above 57 indicate the individual
experiences a great deal of satisfaction and pleasure from their job duties. In contrast,
respondents who score less than 23 experience difficulties with their job and are generally
dissatisfied. For the burnout subscale, it is reversed scored compared to the compassion
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satisfaction subscale. Scores below 23 are indicative of an individual who has positive feelings
about their job and has minimal burnout. For individuals who score above 41, their score
suggests they are not confident their ability to have a sustainable effect. High scores reflect
feelings of hopelessness and ineffectiveness. Lastly, on the STS subscale individuals who score
above 41 may evidence symptoms consistent with STS. Scores below 41 suggest individuals are
not experiencing symptoms consistent with PTSD or depression. It is worth noting, the ProQOLV is a screening tool and is not sensitive enough for diagnostic usage (Stamm, 2010).
The ProQOL-V has demonstrated above adequate psychometric properties across the
three subscales. Reliability alphas for each are as follows: compassion satisfaction (.88), burnout
(.75), and STS (.81; Steinberg et al., 2004). Stamm (2002) determined test-retest reliabilities by
pooling 374 crisis workers and trauma mental health providers. Participants must have worked
for at least three months prior to participation. Each group was given the burnout and
compassion fatigue subscales of the ProQOL-V twice, with the follow-up assessment occurring
three months later. No significant changes in mean scores were found between administrations:
CF1 = 45 (SD = 14.4), CF2 = 44 (SD = 13.6), BO1 = 32 (SD = 11.3), and BO2 = 28.86 (SD =
9.6). Stamm (2002) reported the test-retest correlation coefficients as .87 (compassion
satisfaction), .90 (burnout), and .87 (STS), which are consistent with Figley and Stamm’s (1996)
alpha coefficients that ranged from .85 to .94.
Furthermore, the ProQOL-V was found to possess sound construct validity, as evidenced
by its use in over 200 published articles (Perkins & Spring, 2013; Pike et al., 2019; Stamm,
2010). Each subscale was found to demonstrate sound construct validity, with only 2% shared
variance with burnout and 5% with STS. Although burnout and STS subscales were found to
share 34% variance, each were found to measure their respective constructs, with burnout
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measuring affect response and STS measuring fear (Stamm, 2010). The shared variance may be
more indicative of the respondent’s distress, as both measure the negative experiences of the
helper. Permission to use the ProQOL-V was given by the developers, contingent on the
instrument remaining unchanged, is not sold for monetary gain, and the author is cited. Given the
focus of this study, only the BO and STS subscales of the CF scale were used.
The Perceived Stigma of Addiction Scale (PSAS; Luoma et al., 2010)
The PSAS is a self-report measure that assesses an individual’s perceived stigma of
substance abuse. The measure is unidimensional and consists of eight items, in which
respondents rate their agreement with the statements on a four-point Likert-type scale. Responses
range from (1) “Strongly disagree” to (4) “Strongly agree”. Example items in the PSAS are
“Most people think less of a person who has been in treatment for substance use” and “Most
people believe that someone who has been treated for substance use is just as trustworthy as the
average citizen” (Luoma et al., 2010). Six of the items are reverse scored: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8. A
total score is configured by summing the total items together after reverse scoring the
aforementioned items. Scores range from 8-32. Higher scores may indicate greater perceived
stigma than lower scores.
The measure was constructed through the revision of Link et al.’s (1997) measure of
perceived stigma towards individuals with serious mental illness. Twelve items were initially
used after modifying items from Link and colleagues’ discrimination-devaluation measure, that
were worded for someone who used substances rather than having a mental illness (Luoma et al.,
2010). Content validity for the measure was assessed by soliciting seven experts to rate the
measure. Experts were defined as “professionals who had previously published an article in a
peer-reviewed journal on the stigma of substance abuse” (Luoma et al., 2010, p. 49). Items that
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did not receive an average rating of three or higher on a 4-point Likert-type scale with (1) “poor”
and (4) “excellent” were removed. Items were rated on content, whether it fit specifically with
stigma, and overall quality of the question. After the items were rated, nine out of twelve items
were retained.
The nine-item questionnaire was scored on a 4-point Likert-type scale ranging from (1)
“Strongly disagree” to (4) “Strongly agree”. Six of the items were reversed scored. This
questionnaire was given to 252 adults (145 males, 106 females, and one did not report gender).
Participants were in an outpatient (n = 223) or inpatient (n = 29) addictions treatment program.
The average age reported was 30.5 (SD = 9.95, range 18–63). Participants identified as 79%
Caucasian, 12% Latino, 4% African American, 4% Native American, 1% Asian/Pacific Islander,
7% “other”, and 6% not responding (Luoma et al., 2010).
Over the course of one calendar year, individuals participating in therapy were notified of
the opportunity to participate in the study. Participants were solicited by staff unaffiliated with
the treatment center. Participants were given a $10 gift certificate for completion of the
questionnaire packet. Questionnaire packets consisted of half of the measures, with both packets
consisting of the PSAS and demographics. The measures were as follows: PSAS, demographics,
Internalized Shame Scale (ISS), Internalized Stigma of Substance Abuse (ISSA), the StigmaRelated Rejection Scale (SRS), the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support
(MSPSS), the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (SES), the Self-Concealment Scale (SCS), and the
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI).
After data collection was complete, the correlational matrix was examined for the nine
items. Items were found to have an inter-item correlational coefficient above .3, except for item
5, which had a correlational coefficient of .08. This item was removed from the scale. After
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removal, the eight-item scale was found to have an internal consistency reliability of .73. This
Cronbach’s alpha is within the adequate range for a scale that is short, consisting of only eightitems. The PSAS was found to have a mean inter-item correlation of .25, demonstrating an
acceptable level of internal consistency.
Luoma and colleagues (2010) conducted a factor analysis on the remaining eight items.
The analysis yielded results that highlighted three factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0,
accounting for 63% of the variance. A second factor analysis was conducted, in which a 1.0 cutoff was not implemented. This analysis resulted in one factor with an eigenvalue of 2.85, which
accounted for 36% of the variance (Luoma et al., 2010). Items with a .4 factor loading were
assessed for weak correlations with other items. No items were found to have a factor loading
below .4, so all eight items were retained.
Construct validity was assessed by examining the relationship between the PSAS and the
other measures. The PSAS scores were not found to be related to demographic information: age,
gender, education level, previous treatment, ethnicity, or legal problems (Luoma et al., 2010).
The PSAS was found to be moderately correlated with other measures used in the questionnaire
packets. Moderate relationships were found between the PSAS and the Internalized Stigma of
Substance Abuse (ISSA; .48), the Self Concealment Scale (SCS; .48), and the Internalized
Shame Scale (ISS; .39). Small correlations were found between the PSAS and the StigmaRelated Rejection Scale (SRS; .22) and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; .20). PSAS was
not found to have a significant relationship with measures that were not identified as being
related to stigma in the literature: the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (SES; .15) and the
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS; .00).
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This scale was used in the study for its adequate psychometric properties, and it is the
only currently validated measure of perceived stigma of substance abuse. Although an alpha
coefficient of .73 was reported for internal consistency, this may be a result of it being a brief,
eight-item measure. Convergent validity was found to be good, as it demonstrates a good
relationship with measures that assess different dimensions of stigma (i.e., internalized stigma,
internalized shame, and self-concealment). The PSAS was found to have adequate divergent
validity, as it demonstrated limited or no relationship with constructs that were not identified as
being components of stigma, such as social support, self-esteem, and depression.
Although the PSAS was constructed to measure perceived stigma by substance users, this
study used it to assess first responders’ perception of substance users. Items are reflective of
generally held negative attitudes, rather than one dimension, such as avoidance. Permission was
obtained by the developer to use the scale for free and alter the items as needed for the purpose
of the study. The wording of items was changed from a general nature, “Most people would” to a
more personalized belief, “I would”. By altering the items, it allowed the respondent to report
their beliefs about individuals who engage in illicit substance use, rather than the common
opinions held by the general public. The scale adhered to the scoring instructions mentioned
above.
Demographic Questionnaire
Basic demographic information was reported for this study. The questionnaire collected
information on participants’ age, race, gender, state of licensure, and geographical region of
practice (i.e., urban or rural). The participant was asked if they are currently licensed as an
emergency medical technician and employed or volunteering as either an EMT, firefighter, or
paramedic. Additionally, length of employment, the approximate times the first responder has
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used Narcan as a medical intervention, and the estimated frequency in which they are exposed to
a substance-related emergency were collected and used as variables in the study. Possible
confounding variables were collected, such as the participants’ involvement in mental health and
substance-use disorder educational training. All demographic information was reported.
Procedure
Data collection occurred via recruiting participants through social media groups on
Facebook and Reddit. First, approval to collect data was acquired from the West Virginia
University Institutional Review Board (IRB). After obtaining approval, closed and semi-closed
National EMT and Paramedic social media platforms were identified for the dissemination of the
survey. Prior to posting the survey link on the social media page, approval was obtained from the
group's administrators. The administrators were informed of IRB approval and sent the cover
letter and Qualtrics survey link, which included the WAS, ProQOL-V, PSAS, and the
demographic questionnaire. After approval was obtained, a post was disseminated on the social
media platform that provided prospective participants with the purpose of the study, its
significance, and the possible benefits of their participation. Participants were informed that their
participation is voluntary, their responses are anonymous, and the study is associated with a
doctoral dissertation. A reminder post was created precisely two weeks after the original post for
both Facebook and Reddit communities.
Participants completed all four measures in the survey. Measures were counterbalanced
to control for ordering effects. The average completion time for the survey was eight minutes.
After completion of the WAS, ProQOL, PSAS, and demographic questionnaire, participants
were informed of the opportunity to enter a drawing to receive a $5 Amazon gift card. Those
who wished to enter the drawing were directed to a link separate from the survey. The separate
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link served to provide anonymity to the participant. At that time, the participant was instructed to
provide their email address. Those participants who wished to forgo the drawing were thanked
for their participation in the study and prompted to close their browser window. Participants
were provided with the researcher’s email address if they had any questions regarding the results
of the study. The researcher was not contacted by a participant during or after the data collection
process.
Data Analyses
Data was analyzed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software. Data
and subsequent analyses were encrypted and stored on a secure external hard drive to ensure
confidentiality. After complete data collection, preliminary analyses were conducted. First, the
data was examined for missing or incomplete data sets and scored appropriately. Second, data
was assessed to ensure it meets the necessary assumptions to perform a linear regression
analysis. The assumptions are normality, homoscedasticity, multicollinearity, and a linear
relationship between variables (Judd et al., 2009).
Next, descriptive statistics were calculated for the demographic variables. The means,
standard deviations, and range for age and career length were calculated. Modes were taken for
both Narcan administrations and exposure to drug related calls. Additionally, race and gender
descriptives were calculated and reported. Furthermore, the internal consistency reliability for
each measure was calculated. In addition to calculating the internal consistency reliability for the
total scores of the WAS and ProQOL-V, internal reliability coefficients for specific subscales
used were calculated and reported. Descriptive statistics were calculated and reported for each
scale and the accompanying subscales of each. Lastly, the research hypotheses were analyzed.
Each hypothesis and the performed analysis for each are described below:
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Hypothesis 1: Length of employment, exposure to drug overdoses, and the rate of
Narcan administration will significantly predict higher scores on the Compassion Fatigue scale
of the ProQOL-V. This hypothesis was analyzed using a simultaneous regression. Participants’
rate of Narcan administration was used as a continuous variable to determine if administration
frequency and exposure to overdoses influences a person’s level of burnout and STS, captured
by the Compassion Fatigue subscale of the ProQOL-V. A simultaneous regression was used to
evaluate if length of employment, rates of exposure to drug overdoses, and rates of Narcan
administration predict higher scores on the compassion fatigue subscale of the ProQOL-V.
Hypothesis 2: High scores on the Burnout and STS subscales of the ProQOL-V by first
responders will significantly predict high scores on the PSAS. This hypothesis was analyzed
using a simultaneous regression to determine if substance use stigma in first responders is
predicted by their STS and BO.
Hypothesis 3: Higher WAS scores amongst first responders will be significantly
correlated with higher scores on the PSAS. This hypothesis was assessed by using a Pearson
correlation to assess the strength of the relationship between WAS scores and PSAS scores.
Hypothesis 4: High scores on the PSAS amongst first responders will be significantly
predicted by high scores on the Justice subscale, the Benevolence of World subscale, and the
Benevolence of People subscale of the WAS. This hypothesis was assessed by using a
simultaneous regression to analyze the predictability of specific WAS subscales on substance use
stigma. This analysis was used to evaluate the extent to which the Justice subscale, the
Benevolence of World subscale, and the Benevolence of People subscale predict higher scores
on the PSAS.
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Hypothesis 5: First responders’ PSAS scores will be significantly predicted by
Compassion Fatigue subscale scores on the ProQOL-V, World Assumption Scale subscale scores
of Benevolence of World and Justice, rates of exposure to drug overdoses, and rate of Narcan
administration after controlling for any trainings they received related to mental health and
substance use disorders. This hypothesis was analyzed using a hierarchal regression. A hierarchal
regression was utilized to evaluate if scores on the ProQOL-V, WAS, rates of exposure to drug
overdoses, and Narcan administration frequency predict scores on the PSAS, while also
controlling for trainings that were done to modify mental health concerns and beliefs about
individuals with substance use disorders. It is the analysis of best fit, as the literature does not
identify a specific variable that significantly predicts the perceptions of substance users in first
responders. Also, this analysis allowed the researcher to control for variables that may influence
the cumulative predictability of these variables on substance use stigma. This allowed for a better
understanding of the predictive nature of theses individual variables on EMTs’ and firefighters’
substance use stigma.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS
Previous studies on first responders indicates that they experience higher degrees of stress
related to their duties and specific critical incidents (Benedek et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2002;
Tracy, 2012). With the nation experiencing a continued rise in opioid drug overdoses, fire
fighters and EMTs are administering more aid to substance users, to include resuscitations and
Narcan administration. There is no research we found that has examined how continued exposure
to drug overdoses may contribute to EMT and firefighters’ levels of secondary traumatic stress
(STS), as well as perpetuate stigma towards substance users. The goal of this study was to assess
how continuous exposure to drug overdoses, first responders’ level of STS, and assumptions of
the world can predict perceptions of substance users. Findings can expand current literature
regarding firefighters and EMTs’ mental health and enhance specific first responder trainings
targeting substance use stigma and mental health.
Preliminary Analyses
Descriptive statistics of the participants can be found in Table 1. Initially, a total of 125
individuals participated in the survey; however, a total of 108 participants fully completed the
survey and were eligible for the study. The sample was homogenous with respect to race; 94.4%
of the sample consisted of White participants and 5.6% of the sample consisted of other racial
identities. The sample consisted of 72% Male, 26.9% Female, and one participant identified as
“Other”. The average age of the participants was 33.47 (SD = 11.00, Range = 19-63), and the
average length of employment was 8.59 (SD = 8.99, Range = 1-49) years.
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Table 1
First responder descriptive statistics
Variable
N
Sample
Mean
1. Age
108
33.47

SD

Range

11.00

19-63

Cumulative
Percent
--

2. Employment
Length

108

8.59

8.99

1-49

--

3. Gender: Male

78

--

--

--

72.2

4. Gender: Female

29

--

--

--

26.9

5. Race: White

102

--

--

--

94.4

6. Race: Other

6

--

--

--

5.6

Note. N = 108
In addition to descriptives, the frequencies of Narcan drug administration and exposure to
drug related calls were collected. Instead of asking the participant to recall exact numbers for
each, ranges were given for each to select from. See Table 2 for categorizations and frequencies
of Narcan administration and Table 3 for drug related calls. The sample mode of Narcan
administration was 51 or more, 25% of the sample. The sample mode of drug related calls was
“A few of them”, which was 38.9% of the participants.
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Table 2
Narcan administration frequency table
Range
Frequency
1. 0-5 Times

17

15.7

Cumulative
Percent
15.7

2. 6-10 Times

19

17.6

33.3

3. 11-15 Times

13

12.0

45.4

4. 16-20 Times

4

3.7

49.1

5. 21-25 Times

3

2.8

51.9

6. 26-30 Times

7

6.5

58.3

7. 31-35 Times

9

8.3

66.7

8. 36-40 Times

3

2.8

69.4

9. 41-45 Times

1

0.9

70.4

10. 46-50 Times

5

4.6

75.0

11. 51+ Times

27

25.0

100.0

Note. N = 108

Percent
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Table 3
Drug related calls frequency table
Range

Frequency

Percent

1. None of them

10

9.3

Cumulative
Percent
9.3

2. A few of them

42

38.3

48.1

3. Some of them

40

37.0

85.2

4. Most of them

11

10.2

95.4

5. Almost all of them

3

2.8

98.1

6. All of them

2

1.9

100.0

Note. N = 108
A Pearson correlation was performed to assess the relationship between demographic,
predictor, and criterion variables. Correlational relationships are categorized according to effect
size. Cohen (1988) defined effect sizes into three approximate categories, small (r = .10),
medium (r = .30), and large (r = .50). There were several significant relationships found to be
consistent with the proposed hypotheses. As expected, Narcan administration was significantly
correlated with length of employment (r = .449, p < .01) and drug related calls (r = .190, p <
.05); however, unexpectedly, rates of administration had a significant inverse relationship with
world assumption subscales (WAS) Justice (r = -.229, p < .05) and Benevolence of World (r = .195, p < .05). An interesting finding is that Burnout (BO), one element of Compassion Fatigue,
rather than Secondary Traumatic Stress, was significantly correlated with substance use stigma,
captured by the Perceived Stigma of Addiction Scale (PSAS) (r = .285, p < .05). A finding that is
consistent with proposed hypotheses and literature was found between BO and the WAS Justice
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subscale, which have a statistically significant inverse relationship, suggesting firefighters use
this assumption to mitigate levels of burnout. Lastly, the Justice subscale was the only world
assumptions subscale that was significantly correlated with PSAS (r = .199, p < .05). The
correlation matrix can be found in Table 4.
Table 4
Summary of descriptive statistics and correlations of study variables
Variable
1
2
3
4
5
6
1. Length of 1.00
-----Work
2. Narcan
Admin

.449**

1.00

3. Drug
Related Calls
4. WAS
Justice

-.044

5. WAS Ben
of Ppl
6. WAS Ben
of World

7
--

8
--

9
--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

.190*

1.00

--

--

--

--

--

--

-.023

-.229*

.086

1.00

--

--

--

--

--

.033

.049

-.079

.210*

1.00

--

--

--

--

-.195

-.221*

.128

.198*

1.00

--

--

--

--

--

.191*

7. BO

-.097

.140

.152

-.251**

-.307**

-.447**

1.00

8. STS

-.275**

-.052

.077

-.031

-.200*

-.396**

.645**

1.00

--

9. PSAS

.083

.088

.182

.199*

-.124

-.180

.285**

.139

1.00

Note. N = 108; WAS Justice = World Assumptions Scale Justice Subscale; WAS Ben of Ppl =
World Assumptions Scale Benevolence of People Subscale; WAS Ben of World = World
Assumptions Benevolence of World Subscale; BO = Burnout; STS = Secondary Traumatic
Stress; PSAS = Perceived Stigma of Addiction Scale
*p < .05; **p < .01
Primary Analyses
This section discusses the specific hypotheses of the research study. Each hypothesis will
be discussed individually. Block analysis was not used to answer the respective hypotheses, due
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to the exploratory nature of the study. Initial research questions looked to confirm and replicate
findings from previous studies. Later research questions looked to understand the specific
strength variables had in predicting substance use stigma.
H1: Length of employment, exposure to drug overdoses, and the rate of Narcan
administration will significantly predict higher scores on the Compassion Fatigue scale of the
ProQOL-V.
For this study, participants were asked to select an approximation of their total
administration of Narcan and ratio of drug related calls while on duty (see Tables 2 and 3).
Further, participants completed the Compassion Fatigue (CF) scale of the ProQOL-V, which
consists of Burnout and Secondary Traumatic Stress subscales. Compassion Satisfaction scale,
the remaining scale of the ProQOL-V, was not used in this current study due to the scope of the
proposed research questions. The modified scale was comprised of 20 questions and scores were
used in their continuous form rather than utilizing cut-off scores. Individual scores on the
subscales were calculated independently after reverse scoring specific items. A total CF score
was calculated by summing the two subscales together. The ProQOL-V was chosen for its good
construct validity and the good internal reliability that ranged from .85 to .94, as measured by
Cronbach’s alpha scores (Stamm, 2002). For this study, the CF scale demonstrated good internal
consistency reliability, as calculated Cronbach’s alpha scores. Internal reliability coefficients are
as follows: STS (α = .86), BO (α = .83), and CF (α = .90).
Prior to conducting the analysis, the model was tested to ensure it met the necessary
assumptions of normality, homoscedasticity, multicollinearity, and a linear relationship between
variables was found. Linearity was assessed by partial regression coefficient plots, as well as the
comparison of studentized residuals against the predicted values. Residuals demonstrated
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independence, assessed by a Durbin-Watson statistic of 1.97. There was no evidence of
multicollinearity, as the tolerance values exceeded 0.1. Homoscedasticity was found by the
visual inspection of a plot of studentized residuals versus unstandardized predicted values.
Normality was met and assessed via a Q-Q Plot (See Figure 1). All assumptions were met prior
to conducting the multiple linear regression.
Figure 1

A multiple regression was performed to predict CF scores from employment length, rate
of Narcan administration, and frequency of drug related calls. The simultaneous regression
model significantly predicted CF, F(3, 104) = 2.801, p < .05, adj. R2 = .075. Although the full
model significantly predicted CF scores in first responders, employment length was the only
variable found to be a significant predictor of compassion fatigue. Surprisingly, employment
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length had an inverse relationship with CF, indicating that the longer first responders work, the
lower their compassion fatigue levels are.
Table 5
Regression Results for H1 (N =108).
Variables
B

95% CI for B
LL
UL

SE B

β

R2

ΔR2

Model
.08
.05*
Constant
51.89
46.24
57.54 2.85
Employment Length
-.40*
-.71
-.09
.16
-.28
Narcan Admin
1.08
-.22
1.23
1.27
.08
Drug Related Calls
.50
-1.43
3.60
.37
.15
Note. Model = “Enter” method in SPSS Statistics; B = unstandardized regression coefficient; CI
= confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit; SE B = standard error of the
coefficient; β = standardized coefficient; R2 = coefficient of determination; ΔR2 = adjusted R2.
*p < .05

H2: High scores on the Burnout and STS subscales of the ProQOL-V by first responders will
significantly predict high scores on the PSAS.
The second hypothesis stated that STS and BO scores, subscales of the ProQOL-V,
would significantly predict substance use stigma, or Perceived Stigma of Addiction Scale
(PSAS) scores. PSAS scores were calculated by reverse scoring specific items and then summing
the eight items. Before changing the wording of the items from a general perception to a
personalized endorsement, the PSAS demonstrated adequate internal consistency for an 8-item
scale with an alpha coefficient of .73 (Luoma et al., 2010). For this study, PSAS demonstrated
good internal consistency reliability with an alpha coefficient of .83, as calculated by Cronbach’s
alpha.
Prior to conducting the main analysis, assumptions of linearity, homoscedasticity,
normality, and multicollinearity were assessed. Linearity was assessed via the inspection of
partial regression plots and comparing a plot of studentized residuals against predicted values.
Independence was determined via a Durbin-Watson statistic of 1.69. Homoscedasticity was
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found through a visual inspection of studentized residual plots versus unstandardized predicted
values. Tolerance values greater than 0.1 indicated no multicollinearity, and normality was
assessed by a Q-Q Plot and met (See Figure 2). All assumptions were satisfied prior to
conducting a linear multiple regression.
Figure 2

This hypothesis was addressed using a simultaneous regression. The simultaneous
regression model significantly predicted PSAS, F(2, 105) = 4.855, p < .01, adj. R2 = .067.
Surprisingly, although the full model was found to significantly predict elevations in PSAS
scores, BO was the only significant factor. As Table 6 shows, elevations in BO were found to
significantly predict elevations in substance use stigma.
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Table 6
Regression Results for H2 (N =108).
Variables
B

95% CI for B
LL
UL

SE B

β

R2

ΔR2

Model
.09
.07*
Constant
12.28
9.10
15.50 1.60
BO
.20**
.06
.35
.07
.33
STS
-.04
-.17
.09
.06
.08
Note. Model = “Enter” method in SPSS Statistics; B = unstandardized regression coefficient; CI
= confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit; SE B = standard error of the
coefficient; β = standardized coefficient; R2 = coefficient of determination; ΔR2 = adjusted R2.
*p < .05, **p < .01
H3: Higher WAS scores amongst first responders will be significantly correlated with higher
scores on the PSAS
The third hypothesis stated that World Assumptions Scale (WAS) scores would be
significantly correlated with PSAS. Prior to conducting a Pearson correlation, both variables
were assessed to determine if there was a linear relationship between them, there were no
significant outliers, and there is bivariate normality. Analyses showed the variables had a linear
relationship without outliers. World Assumption total score was found to be normally
distributed, assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p > .101). PSAS was not found to be normally
distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p < .006). Since larger sample sizes, such as the
sample in this study (n = 108), have been shown to produce false significant results when using
the Shapiro-Wilk’s test, and the Pearson’s correlation test is robust to deviations from normality,
PSAS scores were not transformed. The results of the analysis found no statistically significant
relationship between first responders’ WAS and PSAS scores r(108) = -.107, p = .271.
Although the total scores of WAS were not found to have a statistically significant
relationship with PSAS scores, the Justice subscale of the WAS was found to have a significant
relationship with the PSAS, r(108) = .199, p = .039 (see Table 4). This finding was hypothesized
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in research question four and supported the prospect that certain assumptions, rather than general
schematic changes, are associated with stigma and perceptions of substance users. Importantly,
no other WAS subscale was found to have a statistically significant relationship with PSAS
scores.
H4: High scores on the PSAS amongst first responders will be significantly predicted by
scores on the Justice subscale, the Benevolence of World subscale, and the Benevolence of
People subscale of the WAS
Same as hypotheses 1 and 2, preliminary analyses were conducted to ensure all
assumptions were met to perform a linear simultaneous regression. There was linearity, as
residuals were found to demonstrate independence, assessed by Durbin-Watson statistic of 1.84.
Homoscedasticity was found through the inspection of unstandardized predicted values versus
studentized residuals. Normality was met via the assessment of a Q-Q Plot (See Figure 3), and,
with tolerance values greater than .1, there is no evidence of multicollinearity. All assumptions
were met before conducting the primary analysis.
Figure 3
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For hypothesis four, it was believed that higher scores on the PSAS would be
significantly predicted by WAS subscales Benevolence of People, Benevolence of World, and
Justice. Benevolence of People and World subscales assess the assumption that people are good,
and the world is generally good, respectively. Higher scores on both subscales indicate that
individuals hold a greater belief in those assumptions. For the Justice subscale, items assess a
respondent’s level of belief in the assumption that bad things happen to bad people; higher scores
suggest an individual is more likely to use characterological assumptions as an explanation for
the cause of the event. The subscales demonstrated adequate reliability as measured by
Cronbach’s alpha, given that each subscale is composed of only four items. The coefficients for
each subscale are as follows: Benevolence of People (α = .80), Benevolence of World (α = .86),
and Justice (α = .71).
A multiple linear regression was conducted to predict PSAS scores from WAS subscale
scores Benevolence of World, Benevolence of People, and Justice. The full regression model
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statistically significantly predicted PSAS scores, F(3, 104) = 3.227, p < .05, adj. R2 = .085. Of
the three predictor variables, Justice was the only variable found to be statistically significant in
predicting PSAS scores, p < .01. The model and regression coefficients can be found in Table 7.
Table 7
Regression Results for H4 (N =108).
Variables
B

95% CI for B
LL
UL

SE B

β

R2

ΔR2

Model
.09
.06*
Constant
15.72
11.22
20.22 2.30
Ben of People
.07
-.19
.33
.13
.05
Ben of World
-.20
-.38
-.03
.09
-.22
Justice
.27*
.05
.49
.11
.23
Note. Model = “Enter” method in SPSS Statistics; B = unstandardized regression coefficient; CI
= confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit; SE B = standard error of the
coefficient; β = standardized coefficient; R2 = coefficient of determination; ΔR2 = adjusted R2.
*p < .05
H5: First responders’ perceptions of substance users’ scores will be significantly predicted by
Compassion Fatigue subscale scores on the ProQOL-V, World Assumption Scale subscale
scores of Benevolence of World and Justice, rates of exposure to drug overdoses, and rate of
Narcan administration after controlling for any trainings they received related to mental
health and substance use disorders.
Prior to conducting a hierarchal regression, assumptions of linearity, homoscedasticity,
multicollinearity, and normality were assessed. Linearity was found through the assessment of
partial regression plots and studentized residuals plots against predicted values. A DurbinWatson statistic of 1.9 indicated there is independence of residuals. The assumption of normality
was satisfied, as assessed by a Q-Q Plot (See Figure 4). There was no evidence of
multicollinearity, as tolerance values were greater than 0.1, and there was homoscedasticity
found through the inspection of plotted unstandardized predicted values versus studentized
residuals. All assumptions were met.
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Figure 4

Hypothesis five stated that PSAS scores would be predicted by first responders’ levels of
BO and STS, WAS Justice and Benevolence of World subscale scores, and rate of Narcan
administration and exposure to drug related calls, after controlling for mindfulness and substance
use stigma trainings. A hierarchal regression was conducted to test this hypothesis. See Table 8
for full details on the two models. The model of mindfulness training and substance use training
to predict substance use stigma (Model 1) was not statistically significant, R2 < .00, F (2, 105) =
.028, p > .05. The addition of Narcan administration, drug related calls, WAS subscales Justice
and Benevolence of World, BO, and STS to the prediction of substance use stigma scores led to
a statistically significant increase in R2 of .19, F(8, 99) = 2.96, p < .01.
The findings support the hypothesis. Of note, the first model demonstrated that
mindfulness and substance use training had no power in predicting substance use stigma. In the
second model, Burnout and the Justice subscale of the WAS were statistically significant in
predicting stigma related to substance use.
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Table 8
Hierarchal Multiple Regression Predicting PSAS from BO, STS, WAS, and rate of Narcan
administration and drug-related calls
PSAS
Model 1
Model 2
Mindfulness and
Substance use
Trainings

Variables
Constant
Mindful T
Substance T
Narcan Admin
Drug Related
Justice
Ben of World
BO
STS

B
16.63
-.18
.13

BO, STS, WAS,
Narcan, and drug
related calls

β
-.02
.02

B
7.71
-.47
.37
.06
.37
.36**
-.07
.24**
-.07

β
-.06
.04
.06
.09
.31
-.07
.40
-.13

R2
.00
.19
F
.03
2.96
ΔR2
-.02
.128**
Note. Model = “Enter” method in SPSS Statistics; B = unstandardized regression coefficient; CI
= confidence interval; LL = lower limit; UL = upper limit; SE B = standard error of the
coefficient; β = standardized coefficient; R2 = coefficient of determination; ΔR2 = adjusted R2;
Mindful T = mindfulness training; Substance T = substance use training; Drug Related = rate of
exposure to drug related calls; BO = burnout; STS = secondary traumatic stress
*p < .05, **p < .01
Summary
The results of the analyses indicate there are multiple significant findings that aligned
with the proposed hypotheses. WAS Justice subscale and the construct BO, a subscale of
ProQOL-V, were found to be statistically significantly correlated with substance use stigma.
Also, BO was found to have statistically significant relationships with Justice, Benevolence of
World, and Benevolence of People subscales of the WAS, while STS, a subscale of the ProQOLV, only had significant relationships with Benevolence of World and People subscales of the
WAS. Compassion Fatigue (CF), a summation of BO and STS on the ProQOL-V, was found to
be significantly predicted by employment length, rate of Narcan administration, and drug-related
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calls; however, employment length, the only statistically significant variable, held an inverse
relationship with CF. This finding was counter to the proposed hypothesis and was surprising, as
it suggested compassion fatigue levels decrease the longer a first responder functions in their
duties. Results and implications may be explained by findings in the later hypotheses. This will
be discussed further in the next chapter.
Burnout and the WAS Justice subscale were found to demonstrate significant influence
on substance use stigma above other variables in the study. Results from hypothesis two
indicated that BO, rather than STS, subscales of the ProQOL-V, significantly predicted PSAS
scores. The same was found with WAS Justice subscale for hypothesis four. Although both
regression models for their respective hypotheses were found to be significant, p < .05, WAS
Justice subscale and BO were the only variables found to significantly predict substance use
stigma scores. In hypothesis five, after controlling for potential confounding variables, the model
was found to be significant, with only BO and WAS Justice subscale evidencing statistically
significant prediction of substance use stigma.
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION
Preliminary Findings
Demographics
The purpose of this study was to expand the literature regarding emergency medical
technicians' levels of secondary traumatic stress (STS) and world assumptions within the context
of continued exposure to drug overdoses and administration of Narcan. Additionally, it sought to
understand how STS, alterations in world assumptions, and rate of exposure to drug-related
critical incidents would influence EMT stigma toward substance users. The sample was
comprised primarily of White (94.4%), males (72%) with an average of 8.6 years of occupational
experience and an average age of 33.5. Compared with national firefighter averages on length of
work, age, and race, the demographic variables of this study are consistent; except this study was
found to have a higher proportion of female firefighters/EMTs (28%) than the national average
of 8% (Fahy et al., 2021). Differences in gender percentages may reflect the solicitation process
and sole use of social media platforms to recruit participants, as women were found to utilize
social media platforms more often than men to foster and maintain friendships (Krasnova et al.,
2017; Muscanell & Guadagno, 2012).
The sample involved EMTs from different states and geographic regions. Participants
classified their work region as either urban or rural. Percentages were relatively similar, with
urban at 57.4% and rural at 42.6%. Variability concerning state and regional/community
demands may help explain differences in Narcan administration and exposure to drug-related
calls found in Tables 2 and 3. Modally, participants reported that their work shifts consisted of
only a minor number of drug-related calls. However, the frequency of Narcan administration was
most common at the endpoints, with most participants endorsing their use of Narcan either 51 or
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more times (25%) or 6-10 times (17.6%). Individual differences in administration may be
contingent on the size of the fire station and its workforce, resulting in specific individuals
having more opportunities to administer Narcan than their peers. Also, geographical differences
may account for the variation in frequency of Narcan administration. Although it was not
directly examined in this study, addressing disparities in Narcan administration between regions
may be an area of future research to understand better potential mental health vulnerabilities
related to occupational demands.
Although the relationship between participants' rate of exposure to drug-related calls and
frequency of Narcan administration was statistically significant (see Table 4), the correlation
coefficient r = .160 suggests a weak relationship. Several factors may explain the strength of the
relationship. First, the item on the demographic questionnaire related to drug-related calls did not
directly assess for opioid-associated critical incidents. Thus, drug-related calls may also pertain
to individuals who need emergency care after ingesting other illicit substances, such as
methamphetamine. Between 2015 and 2019, while opioid drug use increased, methamphetamine
and other stimulant use rates nearly tripled (NIH, 2021). During the same four-year period, the
CDC found that almost 1.6 million adults admitted to using methamphetamine (Jones et al.,
2020). The continued rise in illicit drug use may help to explain the strength of the relationship
between Narcan administration and drug-related calls. Albeit weak, the findings supported the
hypothesis that increased drug overdoses are related to first responders' frequency of Narcan
administration.
Secondary traumatic stress, burnout, and world assumptions
Average scores for both STS (26.3) and BO (26.7), subscales of the ProQOL-V scale
Compassion Fatigue, indicate that participants did not have elevated traumatic stress or burnout,
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as the cut-off score for each subscale is 42. The sample mean scores suggest the participants
were reasonably healthy with respect to levels of STS and BO. Three participants, or 2.7% of the
sample, were found to have an STS score above 41. This finding contradicts the meta-analysis
results by Grenaicher and colleagues (2019), in which secondary traumatic stress rates were
found to range between 4 and 13% in EMTs and firefighters. As noted above, STS rates from
previous research were believed to vary due to misuse of cut-off scores and inconsistent use of
STS, vicarious trauma (VT), and CF instruments. Potential explanations for the discrepancy
between estimated STS rates and the scores within this sample could be explained by the
researcher’s use of the ProQOL-V, social media to solicit participants, and the sample's world
assumptions.
Given the study's focus on STS, world assumptions, and substance use stigma,
compassion satisfaction, a scale of the ProQOL-V, was not a part of the survey. It is worth
questioning the level of compassion satisfaction within this sample, as a higher degree of
satisfaction in one's workplace and duties was found to mediate levels of STS, BO, and general
helplessness in a previous study (Hotchkins et al., 2018). Compassion satisfaction could be
higher in this sample, given that the participants were recruited through Facebook and Reddit
groups. Choosing to become a member of and participate in a social media group specific to
one's career could imply an individual is occupationally satisfied and gains esteem from their
career choice. Using social media for support and kinship could reduce stress and burnout
specific to being an EMT.
Additionally, world assumptions could play a critical role in understanding the
participants' reported levels of STS and BO. Benevolence of World, a subscale of the World
Assumptions Scale, was one of the most firmly held beliefs for this sample, which may indicate
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why BO and STS rates were lower than previously proposed. Benevolence of World - greater
belief in this assumption is associated with the outlook that more positive outcomes occur than
negative ones, and individuals are typically kind - was found in prior research to hold an inverse
relationship with trauma symptoms (Green, 2016; Wagner et al., 2008; Yuan et al., 2010). With a
reduction in a first responder's Benevolence of World belief, PTSD and trauma symptoms
increased in presence and severity. For this sample, the Benevolence of World subscale was
significantly inversely correlated with STS and BO, subscales of the ProQOL-V (See Table 4).
The participants’ strong belief in this assumption confirms the inverse relationship between
Benevolence of World assumption and trauma-related symptoms, captured by the ProQOL-V
subscales STS and BO. The inverse association was thought to occur from continuous exposure
to critical incidents (Tracy, 2012; Wagner et al., 2008) and would yield the development of a
more malevolent worldview. However, in the statistical model for hypothesis 1 (See Table 5),
length of work was found to be inversely correlated yet predictive of Compassion Fatigue scores
in first responders. Such findings may point to other factors that do not arise simply through
occupational tenures, such as an individual's worldview or organizational components that
exacerbate BO.
Substance use stigma
The sample demonstrated mild to moderate levels of substance use stigma. The average
score for the PSAS was 16.86, suggesting that EMTs hold substance use stigma, as the range is 0
to 32. However, there were no significant relationships between Narcan administration, length of
work, or exposure to drug-related calls and PSAS scores. As stated above, BO, a subscale of the
ProQOL-V, and WAS Justice, one's belief in a just world, were significantly positively related to
substance use stigma (See Table 4). Results from the Pearson correlation may indicate that
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organizational processes that influence an EMT's level of burnout may be more significant in
developing or sustaining substance use stigma than traumatic events. The primary analyses
discussed below support this preliminary finding.
Primary Interpretations
Discussion of compassion fatigue, length of work, Narcan administration, and drug-related
calls
The first hypothesis examined if the frequency of Narcan administration, rate of exposure
to drug-related calls, and length of work significantly predicted Compassion Fatigue (CF) rates.
The model was significant, with participants' length of work as the only significant predictor
variable (see Table 5). Unexpectedly, length of work holds an inverse relationship with the
criterion variable, CF, which consists of Secondary Traumatic Stress and Burnout subscales of
the ProQOL-V, suggesting that the longer EMTs work, the lower their Compassion Fatigue.
Statistical findings from the model counter the current understanding and theoretical
underpinnings of STS in first responders, which proposes that length of work, implying
continuous exposure to critical incidents, would increase trauma-related symptoms.
Although minimization of STS and BO is plausible, as first responders may underreport
trauma symptoms (Bryant & Guthrie, 2007), findings are more likely to highlight an essential
distinction between the severity of critical incidents and continuous exposure. Unfortunately, this
study did not categorize critical incident severity. Still, it does raise an interesting question on the
difference between severity versus quantity of critical incidents as the potential basis for an
increase in compassion fatigue, as Narcan administration and drug-related calls were
insignificant variables. Rather than exposure to critical incidents, including opioid and drugrelated calls, the findings may point to the importance of considering World Assumptions and
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organizational factors in the development and maintenance of STS, BO, and substance use
stigma.
Substance use stigma predicted from secondary traumatic stress and burnout
The significant findings in the second regression model confirmed the hypothesis that
STS and BO, subscales of the ProQOL-V, would significantly predict substance use stigma in
first responders. BO was the only predictor variable that significantly predicted substance use
stigma among the two variables that make up CF. The results from this analysis supported the
proposed relationship between Compassion Fatigue and substance use stigma in first responders.
It confirms that levels of STS and BO are significant contributing factors in developing or
maintaining substance use stigma in first responders. Rather than STS, the significance of BO
suggests that organizational factors, such as policies and work duties, rather than individual
exposure rates, are greater contributing factors to predicting substance use stigma in first
responders.
Burnout, as defined by Maslach and colleagues (2001), is occupationally based and can be
understood as cynicism about one's performance, a decrease in one's value within a specific
organization or institution, and a perceived inability to perform well within their role and duties
assigned to them. Although BO exists in various vocations regardless of specialty, Maslach
(1976) noticed that helping professionals with higher burnout were emotionally exhausted and
subsequently developed degrading attitudes about their professional capabilities and harbored
negative perceptions of their patients. A more contemporary understanding of BO found that
individuals experiencing emotional exhaustion use disengagement, which is a process of
cognitively distancing oneself from work by adopting a negative attitude towards work tasks or
persons serviced (Cieslack et al., 2014; Demerouti et al., 2003).
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Disengagement is not understood as conscious; instead, it is considered functional and
adopted without challenge to protect the individual during prolonged occupational stress. The
findings in hypothesis 2 appear to support the notion that occupational demands imposed on first
responders during the opioid crisis may increase cognitive detachment that functions to protect
EMTs' mental health. Although beneficial for the individual, it appears to have a harmful
byproduct for substance users. This mechanism is not related to length of work (see Table 4) but
rather the organizational stressors placed on these individuals, which will inevitably vary among
fire stations and EMTs. The cognitive framework for disengagement, which encompasses
derogatory attitudes towards patients, may help to explain the strength of the relationship
between PSAS and BO. And it may also assist in understanding the strength of just world belief
and BO in predicting PSAS scores, examined in the remaining hypotheses.
World Assumptions predict substance use stigma
Although WAS total scores and PSAS scores were not significantly correlated as
hypothesized, the insignificant finding supported the researcher's overarching focus on specific
world assumptions, rather than one's entire schema, as being related to substance use stigma. The
regression model from hypothesis 4 found that the WAS subscales Benevolence of World,
Benevolence of People, and Justice significantly predicted PSAS scores. Of the variables listed,
only the Justice subscale predicted substance use stigma significantly. Though the Benevolence
of World subscale was insignificant in predicting substance use stigma, the inverse relationship
supported earlier research in the relationship between STS and WAS. Research found an
association between the Benevolence of World subscale and the development or presence of
trauma-related symptoms (Wagner et al., 2008; Yuan et al., 2010). Analyses of hypotheses 2 and
4 suggest that traumatic reactions and belief correlates are not directly related to substance use
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stigma, as the Benevolence of World and People subscales did not predict substance use stigma.
Instead, the WAS Justice subscale demonstrated a relationship with substance use stigma.
Like the inverse relationship between World of Benevolence and trauma-like symptoms, a
relationship appears to exist between the Justice subscale and substance use stigma. The more
devout an individual is in the explanatory and distributional principle of the just world, that is,
the quality of the survivor's character, the greater one's level of substance use stigma. Even
though this relationship suggests a potentially harmful outcome for patients who use illicit
substances, it may also be protective and functional for the first responder.
Justice was inversely correlated with BO and STS subscale scores of the ProQOL-V.
These findings suggest that the just world belief may help first responders negotiate the
discrepancy between helplessness, hopelessness, and other adverse emotional experiences related
to occupational demands. Although functional, an overreliance on the Justice assumption appears
to be related to the adoption or use of degrading attitudes towards substance users to create
emotional distance between a traumatic incident, the responder, and the patient for the
preservation of the responder's well-being. Future research should examine this belief's function
and moderating potential on first responders' Compassion Fatigue, as this belief could potentially
moderate levels of STS and BO.
Burnout in a just world predicts substance use stigma
Overall, the final analysis for hypothesis 5 was significant. The results supported the
previous findings from hypotheses 2 and 4, which found the construct of BO, a subscale of the
ProQOL-V, and the WAS Justice subscale to be significant in predicting substance use stigma in
first responders. As reflected in Table 8, WAS Justice and BO demonstrated significance after
controlling for mental health and substance use training, which were potential confounding
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variables (Beck, 2017; Vujanovic et al., 2022). Both substance use and mindfulness training held
no predictive power and were insignificant in the model. The model's findings support the study's
overall pursuit and highlight the significant relationships between substance use stigma and first
responders' belief systems and occupational demands. Although the researcher cannot infer
causality from the results, the findings illuminate the potential resilience and internal cognitive
mechanisms used by first responders to manage STS and BO, respectively. Additionally, the
results are concerning regarding substance use stigma.
EMTs with higher levels of substance use stigma endorsed more elevated levels of
burnout and a greater belief in a just world. Although significant, the relationship proves to be
more complicated than initially hypothesized. As noted above, EMTs' substance use stigma may
be an unintended consequence of their attempt to manage occupational tasks and administrative
burdens. EMTs and firefighters have demanding occupations that expose them to several critical
incidents weekly, if not daily. The emotional and psychological impact this can have on
individuals has been well documented, and the data from this study draws attention to the
possibility that participants utilize emotional distancing to reduce symptoms of BO and STS. The
process appears to be associated with greater levels of substance use stigma. Although results
cannot be extrapolated to a discussion of clinical care and quality of medical intervention, the
results do support previous findings that medical providers held a high degree of stigma towards
substance users.
Limitations
Threats to internal validity
There are several limitations worth noting, starting with threats to internal validity that
could have affected the study’s findings. The chosen method of participant recruitment was
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social media platforms. Participants were selected from private and heavily monitored social
media groups specific to EMTs and firefighters. In doing so, the sample may be biased toward
individuals with a strong sense of pride and esteem tied to their occupation. It may also consist of
individuals seeking support from their peers to manage ongoing stress, bolster connection, and
enhance one’s professional identity. Although helpful and functional, a participant's current
social support may have influenced specific factors examined within this study, such as burnout,
secondary traumatic stress, and world assumptions.
Psychological measures may have influenced the study’s findings. The survey consisted
of self-report measures for their adequate to good psychometric properties, accessibility, and
cost-effectiveness. Most of the measures in the study, such as the WAS and ProQOL-V, were
previously used with EMTs, firefighters, and other first responders. Still, some limitations exist
with survey research, such as social desirability responding and the selected measures, to include
items on the demographic questionnaire.
Social desirability responding is a potential confounding variable that exists within any
survey-style research but may have contributed to the participants' comfort in reporting their
levels of secondary traumatic stress and burnout, as well as substance use stigma. Crowe and
colleagues (2015) found that EMTs hold a negative perception of mental illness; participants in
the current study may have been uncomfortable disclosing their level of distress. Although the
survey was anonymous, ingrained biases may have influenced their level of reporting. Social
desirability may have also influenced reporting on the PSAS. As noted in Chapter 2, no current
scales examine an individual's perception of substance users. Initially, the PSAS was developed
by Luoma and colleagues (2010) to measure substance users' level of internalized stigma about
their drug use. For this study, the scale was modified to examine EMTs' level of substance use
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stigma. As a result, the wording of the items is explicit in their intent and may have evoked
cautious responses from the participants to protect them from appearing biased in their opinion.
The study relied on the participants' accurate reporting of Narcan administration and the
rate of drug-related calls. For ease of responding, choices were categorized into a range found in
Tables 2 and 3. Participants’ reporting may not have been accurate, as they were required to
recall the number of times they administered Narcan. As a result, participants’ reporting may be
subject to inaccuracies. Further, drug-related calls may not be an accurate account due to
potential recency bias, minimization, or exaggeration. Such reporting may have influenced the
statistical findings.
Threats to external validity
A concern for this study is the use of categorization and self-report to measure drug
overdoses. The use of self-report to capture Narcan use and exposure to drug-related calls may
impact the ability to make significant inferences from the findings. It may have been beneficial
to gather accurate data from specific fire stations and emergency medical technician
organizations to understand the genuine relationship between Narcan administration and drugrelated calls to substance use stigma and compassion fatigue. Selecting certain fire stations and
EMT organizations would have granted greater construct accuracy, but it could have detracted
from generalizability, given regional and state differences in overdoses.
A common problem with internet data collection and survey style research is poor
response rate. Strategies for mitigating this possibility are to manage survey length, send followup requests, and offer the chance of a monetary incentive for participating (Fan & Yan, 2010).
All three strategies were employed in this study, as the survey was brief, amazon gift cards were
offered, and social media posts were completed precisely two weeks following the original
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recruitment post. Even with implementing these strategies, the total sample size was adequate
but small after accounting for missing and incomplete responses. A larger sample size would
have enhanced the study's statistical power, thus increasing generalizability to the larger EMT
population.
Strengths of the Study
This research study aimed to further the field's understanding of the intersection of
secondary traumatic stress, world assumptions, and substance use stigma within the EMT
population. A primary strength of this study is that its research questions and hypotheses were
grounded in psychological theory and contemporary research. Using a solid framework helped
develop research questions based on the most appropriate constructs and identify accurate survey
measures. By doing so, the significant findings supported existing research and helped to reduce
construct confusion between STS, vicarious trauma, and compassion fatigue. Although STS, a
subscale of the ProQOL-V, did not predict PSAS, the overall study did illuminate the significant
relationship between components of compassion fatigue, just world beliefs, and substance use
stigma. Findings point to potential intervention strategies. Targeting occupational factors that
increase burnout and addressing problems related to an EMT’s overidentification in a just world
belief may assist in reducing substance use stigma in the EMT population.
Furthermore, the results of this study are relevant to first responders and other healthcare
providers who endure the ongoing challenges of providing emergent care to substance users.
With the continued increase in opioid overdoses and illicit drug use, a bidirectional relational
process impacts both provider and patient. The findings allude to a potential function of the just
world belief, assisting first responders in managing occupational demands and critical incidents
by distancing themselves emotionally from their patients. Hopefully, these findings can assist in
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further research, the development of practical training, psychological interventions, and a greater
understanding for both substance users and first responders.
Implications for Counseling Psychology
Historically, counseling psychology has roots in understanding and assisting clients with
vocational issues. Over recent years, counseling psychologists have turned their focus to
prevention and systematic analysis to aid in the identification and amelioration of psychological
problems. This study continues in traditional and more contemporary directions by addressing
occupational-related issues while identifying critical areas of intervention. By focusing on the
intersection of EMTs’ mental health and occupational duties, this study draws attention to the
interplay between vocation and personal well-being. Notably, the findings of this study support
the development and implementation of broad organizational strategies to reduce EMT burnout.
Counseling psychologists' unique skill set, and subspecialty allow them to intervene in individual
experiences while addressing systemic issues through targeted training, workshops, and
consultation.
Additionally, by examining EMTs’ perceptions of substance users, this research enhances
psychologists’ understanding of the potential discrimination and prejudicial treatment of
individuals who use substances. Counseling psychologists often find themselves working in
settings that afford them opportunities to provide psychological treatment to various individuals.
Understanding the stigma that an individual with a substance use disorder may experience from
medical providers can aid in conceptualization and help to deepen therapeutic understanding.
Equally important is recognizing the complex cognitive and emotional reactions that first
responders may undergo while providing emergent care to substance users. Identifying the
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functional and potentially unhelpful cognitions that undergird substance use stigma could help to
reduce negative attitudes directed at a highly stigmatized population.
Future Research
The focus of this study was to expand the literature regarding EMTs' and firefighters'
levels of STS and world assumptions within the context of the ongoing opioid crisis.
Secondarily, this research study was novel in its pursuit of examining EMTs' perceptions of
substance users. It sought to analyze the relationship between the variables above. Since this
study was one of the first to investigate EMTs' substance use stigma associated with STS and
overdose exposure, replicating these findings is essential.
Researchers should consider other measures and means of examining substance use
stigma, as items on the PSAS were altered to fit the scope of the study. Although the measure
had good internal consistency reliability, and higher scores were found to be significantly
predicted by burnout and the Justice subscale of the WAS, future studies may benefit from using
other methods, such as adopting a mixed methods approach. Generally, understanding the
construct of substance use stigma more thoroughly would facilitate identifying the factors and
mechanisms that drive substance use stigma within this population.
In addition to substance use stigma, future studies should consider adopting a different
measure to assess participants' exposure to drug-related critical incidents. It could be more
advantageous to obtain a more accurate and precise count of drug-related calls and Narcan
administration. One method could be through the identification of specific fire stations and EMT
organizations to solicit data used to track exposure to drug-related critical incidents. Although
this approach has potential limitations, it reduces error by eliminating the researcher’s reliance
on self-report. Additionally, this information could lay the foundation for comparison studies, in
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which EMTs from organizations with greater exposure to drug-related critical incidents could be
compared more accurately to those with less. Findings would be crucial in examining the
relationship between exposure to drug-related incidents and trauma symptoms more accurately.
Similarly, future research could benefit from a longitudinal approach to assess the longterm impact of first responders’ continuous exposure to drug-related critical incidents. Rather
than a cross-sectional design, a longitudinal approach would allow researchers to track changes
in participants' trauma symptoms, burnout, world assumptions, and substance use stigma related
to continuous exposure to drug-related critical incidents. This methodology would allow for an
analysis of the long-term effects of an EMT's career duties on their mental health and perceptions
of substance users. Additionally, if a relationship is found, it could motivate the implementation
of administrative policies to reduce burnout and substance use stigma.
Another future direction is incorporating burnout measures to assess the multiple
domains of burnout rather than an overall score. Based on the findings of this study,
organizational and job-related factors are more significant in predicting substance use stigma
than secondary traumatic stress. Incorporating burnout measures could help isolate the domains
of burnout that contribute to substance use stigma. Fire stations and EMT organizations could be
compared to each other based on burnout scores to understand group differences in substance use
stigma scores.
Lastly, future research may benefit from studying the function of the just world belief.
Interestingly, researchers have posited that a strong belief in the just world is associated with
higher trauma symptoms for individuals with an index trauma. In the present study of STS, the
just world belief was found to hold an inverse relationship with both burnout and STS while also
demonstrating a positive relationship with substance use stigma. This belief may serve as a
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protective, functional cognitive mechanism that aids in reducing STS and BO, while also
influencing the disengagement process that may be linked with increased substance use stigma.
A thorough examination of the moderating potential of one’s just world belief as both personally
protective and harmful towards substance users should be considered for future research.
Conclusion
In summary, this study's results found that EMTs hold negative attitudes about substance
users, which were significantly predicted by their level of burnout and belief in a just world.
Burnout, rather than STS, was found to be predictive of substance use stigma, suggesting that
occupational factors rather than exposure to drug-related critical incidents are essential in
consideration of substance use stigma. The just world belief was the only world assumption
associated with substance use stigma. This belief requires further review and study, as noted
above, due to its potential influence on both STS and BO severity and substance use stigma.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Letter Requesting Permission to Use and Alter the PSAS
Hi Dr. Luoma,
I hope this email finds you well. My name is Glenn Noble. I am currently obtaining my doctorate
in counseling psychology at West Virginia University. I am in the middle of writing my
dissertation and wish to use the PSAS. In my study, I am exploring the relationships between
firefighters' and EMTs' secondary trauma scores, world assumptions, and stigmatized beliefs
towards substance users within the context of the opioid epidemic.
I was wondering if you would grant me the ability to alter the phrasing of the items in the
measure. Specifically, I would like to change the general statements to more personal ones. For
example, on item 4 I would like to change "Most people would hire..." to "I would hire...".
Unfortunately, there are few scales that assess public stigma towards substance use in the general
way captured by your instrument.
I know it was constructed to assess perceived stigma by substance users, but I think in making
the items more personal, it might also gauge public stigma towards substance users. For my
study, it would assess first responders' stigma towards substance users. I would gladly send you
the changes I make for your approval prior to using it. I truly appreciate your time and I hope to
hear from you soon.
Respectfully,

Glenn Noble, M.Ed
Counseling Psychology Doctoral Candidate
Graduate Teaching Assistant
Department of Counseling, Rehabilitation
Counseling, and Counseling Psychology
West Virginia University | Morgantown, WV

Jason Luoma <jbluoma@portlandpsychotherapy.com>

Mon, Aug 17,
3:05 PM

to me
HI Glenn,
Feel free to change the measure as makes sense to you. Just realize that the psychometric
properties will not apply to the new instrument, so you won't be able to be assured about how it
functions. But if it works for your purposes to do that what you're saying, then go for it. Agreed
that there is a lack of good measurement related to stigma and substance use. Sometimes you
need to make do with the best you have.
Good luck with the dissertation.
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Best,
Jason
Jason B. Luoma, Ph.D. (pronouns: he/him/his)
Licensed Psychologist in Oregon
CEO, Portland Psychotherapy Clinic, Research, & Training Center
Affiliate Faculty, Oregon Health and Science University
Co-author, Learning Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (2nd Ed.) and Values in Therapy
3700 N Williams Ave. Portland, OR 97227
Business phone: 503-281-4852 x213
Fax: 503-281-4852
Email: jbluoma@portlandpsychotherapy.com
My website: jasonluoma.com

Twitter: @jasonluoma
Facebook: @jasonluomaphd
The Research Matters Podcast
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Appendix C: World Assumptions Scale
World Assumptions Scale
Respond to each of the following statements regarding your general beliefs about the world
according to the following scale:
1-Strongly Disagree 2-Disagree
6-Strongly Agree

3-Slightly Disagree

4-Slightly Agree

5-Agree

1. Misfortune is least likely to strike worthy, decent people.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Justice

2. People are naturally unfriendly and unkind.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Benevolence: of People

3. Bad events are distributed to people at random.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Randomness

6

Benevolence: of People

4. Human nature is basically good.
1

2

3

4

5

5. The good things that happen in this world far outnumber the bad.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Benevolence: of the World

6. The course of our lives is largely determined by chance.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Randomness

7. Generally, people deserve what they get in this world.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Justice

6

Self: Self-Worth

8. I often think I am no good at all.
1

2

3

4

5

9. There is more good than evil in the world.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Benevolence: of the World
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10. I am basically a lucky person.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Self: Luck

11. People’s misfortunes result from mistakes that they have made.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Controllability

12. People don’t really care what happens to the next person.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Benevolence: of People

13. I usually behave in ways that are likely to maximize good results for me.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Self: Self-Controllability

14. People will experience good fortune if they themselves are good.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Justice

15. Life is too full of uncertainties that are determined by chance.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Randomness

16. When I think about it, I consider myself very lucky.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Self: Luck

17. I almost always make an effort to prevent bad things from happening to me.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Self: Self-Controllability

6

Self: Self-Worth

18. I have a low opinion of myself.
1

2

3

4

5

19. By and large, good people get what they deserve in this world.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Justice

20. Through our actions we can prevent bad things from happening to us.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Controllability

21. Looking at my life, I realize that chance events have worked out well for me.
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Self: Luck

22. If people took preventative actions, most misfortune could be avoided.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Controllability

23. I take the actions necessary to protect myself from misfortune.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Self: Self-Controllability

24. In general, life is mostly a gamble.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Randomness

6

Benevolence: of the World

25. The world is a good place.
1

2

3

4

5

26. People are basically kind and helpful.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Benevolence: of People

27. I usually behave so as to bring about the greatest good for me.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Self: Self-Controllability

28. I am very satisfied with the kind of person I am.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Self: Self-Worth

29. When bad things happen, it is typically because people have not taken the necessary
actions to protect themselves.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Meaning: Controllability

30. If you look closely enough, you will see that the world is full of goodness.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Benevolence: of the World

31. I have reason to be ashamed of my personal character.
1

2

3

4

5

32. I am luckier than most people.

6

Self: Self-Worth
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Appendix D: ProQOL V
COMPASSION SATISFACTION AND COMPASSION FATIGUE (PROQOL) VERSION 5
When you help people you have direct contact with their lives. As you may have found, your
compassion for those you help can affect you in positive and negative ways. Below are some
questions about your experiences, both positive and negative, as a helper. Consider each of the
following questions about you and your current work situation. Select the number that honestly
reflects how frequently you experienced these things in the last 30 days.
1=NEVER

2=RARELY

3=SOMETIMES

4=OFTEN

5=VERY OFTEN

1. I am happy.
2. I am preoccupied with more than one person I help.
3. I feel connected to others.
4. I jump or am startled by unexpected sounds.
5. I find it difficult to separate my personal life from my life as a helper.
6. I am not as productive at work because I am losing sleep over traumatic experiences of a
person I help.
7. I think that I might have been affected by the traumatic stress of those I help.
8. I feel trapped by my job as a helper.
9. Because of my helping, I have felt "on edge" about various things.
10. I feel depressed because of the traumatic experiences of the people I help.
11. I feel as though I am experiencing the trauma of someone I have helped.
12. I have beliefs that sustain me.
13. I am the person I always wanted to be.
14. I feel worn out because of my work as a helper.
15. I feel overwhelmed because my case workload seems endless.
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16. I avoid certain activities or situations because they remind me of frightening experiences of
the people I help.
17. As a result of my helping, I have intrusive, frightening thoughts.
18. I feel "bogged down" by the system.
19. I can't recall important parts of my work with trauma victims.
20. I am a very caring person.
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Appendix E: PSAS
PSAS
Please read each statement carefully and circle the number below the item that indicates the
degree of your agreement or disagreement with each statement. Please use the scale below, and
please do not omit any item.
1. Most people would willingly accept someone who has been treated for substance use as a
close friend.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

2. Most people believe that someone who has been treated for substance use is just as
trustworthy as the average citizen.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

3. Most people would accept someone who has been treated for substance use as a teacher of
young children in a public school.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

4. Most people would hire someone who has been treated for substance use to take care of their
children.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

5. Most people think less of a person who has been in treatment for substance use.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

6. Most employers will hire someone who has been treated for substance use if he or she is
qualified for the job.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

7. Most employers will pass over the application of someone who has been treated for substance
use in favor of another applicant.
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Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree
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4
Strongly agree

8. Most people would be willing to date someone who has been treated for substance use.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree
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Appendix F: Modified PSAS
PSAS
Please read each statement carefully and circle the number below the item that indicates the
degree of your agreement or disagreement with each statement. Please use the scale below, and
please do not omit any item.
1. I would willingly accept someone who has been treated for substance use as a close friend.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

2. I believe that someone who has been treated for substance use is just as trustworthy as the
average citizen.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

3. I would accept someone who has been treated for substance use as a teacher of young children
in a public school.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

4. I would hire someone who has been treated for substance use to take care of my children.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

5. I think less of a person who has been in treatment for substance use.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

6. I will hire someone who has been treated for substance use if he or she is qualified for the job.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree

7. I will pass over the application of someone who has been treated for substance use in favor of
another applicant.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree
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8. I would be willing to date someone who has been treated for substance use.
1
Strongly disagree

2
Disagree

3
Agree

4
Strongly agree
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Appendix G: Demographic Questionnaire
Demographic Questionnaire
1. Gender
•

Male

•

Female

•

Other:______________

2. What is your current age: __________
3. Which of the following best represents your ethnic/racial identity? (Circle One of the
Following)
•

African American or Black

•

Asian American or Pacific Islander

•

American Indian or Native American or Alaskan Native

•

Arabic American or Middle Eastern

•

Hispanic or Latino/a

•

East Indian or Indian American

•

Caucasian American or White

•

Biracial or Multiracial American

•

Other: ____________

4. How long have you been working as an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) or
firefighter? Please specify in years and months. __________________
5. Have you ever received training in mindfulness or meditation for mental health concerns?
a. Yes
b. No
6. Approximately how many hours of training in mindfulness or meditative practices have you
received?
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a. 0-2 hours
b. 3-5 hours
c. 6-8 hours
d. 9 or more hours
7. Have you ever attended a discussion about or training in Substance Use Disorders?
a. Yes
b. No
8. Please select the approximate times have you administered Narcan (naloxone) to an
individual experiencing an overdose.
a. 0-5 times
b. 6-10 times
c. 11-15 times
d. 16-20 times
e. 21-25 times
f. 26-30 times
g. 31-35 times
h. 36-40 times
i. 41-45 times
j. 46-50 times
k. 51 or more times
9. In a typical work shift, about how many of the calls that you service are related to drug
overdoses? Please select one from the choices below:
a. All of them
b. Almost all of them
c. Most of them
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d. Some of them
e. A few of them
f. None of them
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Appendix H: Solicitation Email
Solicitation Email
To whom it may concern,
My name is Glenn Noble, and I am currently a doctoral student in the Counseling
Psychology program at West Virginia University and a psychology resident in the United States
Navy. I am seeking permission to post my survey first responders on your group page for the
purpose of understanding how the opiate crisis may affect first responders’ traumatic stress
levels and perceptions of substance users. This study is supervised by Dr. Jeffrey Daniels Ph.D.,
Dr. Margaret Glenn Ph.D., Dr. Carla Brigandi Ph.D., and Dr. Christopher Scheitle Ph.D. It has
been approved by the West Virginia University’s Institutional Review Board and
acknowledgement is on file.
With your permission, I would appreciate the opportunity to dissemination the survey
link to full-time employees, part-time employees, and volunteers who are Emergency Medical
Technicians. Their participation in this project is voluntary and will be kept as private as legally
possible. No information will be collected that will implicate their identity.
We hope that you will allow me to post the survey to this research project, as it will be
beneficial in understanding first responders’ traumatic stress levels and perceptions of substance
users during the opiate crisis. Thank you very much for your time. Should you have any
questions about this email or the research project, please feel free to contact Glenn Noble at
gmn0003@mix.wvu.edu.
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Appendix I: Recruitment Social Media Post
My name is Glenn Noble, and I am currently a doctoral candidate in the Counseling Psychology
program at West Virginia University (WVU) and a psychology resident in the United States
Navy. I am posting my survey with the hope that you will participate in my dissertation survey.
The focus of my dissertation is EMS personnel, and the potential impact of continuous exposure
to drug overdoses on their well-being. The study is survey style, voluntary, and completely
anonymous. Those who choose to participate can stop the survey at any time. EMS personnel
who fully complete the survey will have the opportunity to receive a $5 Amazon gift card. My
study has been approved by WVU Institutional Review Board (protocol number 2110437652),
and the primary investigator is my dissertation chair, Dr. Jeff Daniels. Please let me know if you
have any questions or concerns. Thank you!
SURVEY LINK:
https://wvu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6hbSkKJm4eUkYJw
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Appendix L: Survey Introduction

Dear Prospective Participant,
My name is Glenn Noble, and I am a doctoral candidate in Counseling Psychology in the
Department of Counseling and Learning Sciences at West Virginia University. I am hoping to
collect data for my dissertation project which is exploring first responders’ level of traumatic
stress and perceptions of substance users within the opioid crisis. The project is supervised by
Dr. Jeffrey Daniels Ph.D., Associate Professor in the department of Counseling and Learning
Sciences.
If you decide to participate, you will be asked to complete an online survey, which includes a
demographic questionnaire. Your participation in this project will take approximately 10
minutes. To participate in the study, you must be 18 years of age or older and currently licensed
as an emergency medical technician (EMT) and employed as either an EMT, firefighter, or
paramedic. For your participation, you will have the opportunity to receive a $5 Amazon gift
card.
Your participation in this project will be kept as confidential as legally possible. If you choose to
receive the digital gift card for your participation, you will have to provide an email, but your
responses will not be associated with your email and will remain anonymous. All data will be
reported in the aggregate. Your participation is entirely voluntary. You may skip any question
that you do not wish to answer, and you may stop participating at any time. The West Virginia
University Institutional Review Board's approval of this project is on file with the WVU Office
of Human Research Protections.
If you have any questions about this research project, please feel free to contact me by email at
gmn0003@mix.wvu.edu or my supervisor, Dr. Jeff Daniels at Jeffrey.Daniels@mail.wvu.edu
and 304-293-2235. Additionally, you can contact the WVU Office of Human Research
Protections at 304-293-7073. Risks of participation are minimal and not expected to be greater
than you encounter in everyday activities.
We hope that you will participate in this research project, as it will be beneficial in understanding
how the opioid epidemic has affected first responders’ well-being and their perceptions of
substance use. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Very Respectfully,
Glenn Noble, M.Ed.

